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CROSS-COMPLAINT 1

Janet Carter, Esq. (SBN: 164850)THE ADVOCATE’S LEGAL CENTER, INC.3000 W. MacArthur Blvd., Suite 209Santa Ana, CA 92704                (714)444-2984 Telephone(714)444-3984 FacsimileAttorney for Defendants/Cross-Complainants, JEFF SMITH; CSN INTERNATIONAL, INC.;     and THE WORD FOR TODAY        SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIACOUNTY OF ORANGE MICHAEL KESTLER, in his capacityas a director of CSNInternational, Inc.,              Plaintiff,v. JEFF SMITH; CSN INTERNATIONAL,INC.; and THE WORD FOR TODAY,and DOES 1 through 10,inclusive,             Defendants.______________________________CSN INTERNATIONAL, INC., aCalifornia Non-ProfitCorporation; THE WORD FOR TODAY,a California Non-ProfitCorporation; and JEFF SMITH inhis individual capacity and inhis capacities an officer anddirector of CSN INTERNATIONAL,INC.,          Cross-Complainants,v.MICHAEL KESTLER, in his capacityas an individual and in hiscapacities, alleged orotherwise, as an officer anddirector of CSN International,Inc.; NORA KESTLER, anindividual; CALVARY CHAPEL TWINFALLS, an Idaho Non-ProfitCorporation; FRANK WALKER, anindividual; CARY TEPPER, anindividual; CHRISTIANBROADCASTING OF IDAHO, an IdahoNon-Profit 

    Case No. 06 CC 03054        CROSS-COMPLAINT FOR            DAMAGES:(1) DECLARATORY RELIEF;(2) CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD;(3) MISAPPROPRIATION/              CONVERSION-Funds/Assets;(4) CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST;            Count One, Fraud; Count        Two, Accounting; Count         Three, Violation of Trust;     Count Four, Unjust             Enrichment;(5) BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY;(6) SELF DEALING TRANSACTION       BY DIRECTOR OF NONPROFIT       ORGANIZATION;(7) INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE       WITH ECONOMIC RELATIONS;(8) APPOINTMENT OF PROVISIONAL     DIRECTOR(S), Counts One &      Two; (9) REMOVAL OF DIRECTOR,           Counts One and Two; and(10)PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT      INJUNCTION.(11)LEGAL MALPRACTICE-             Negligent Advice to            Client (Counts 1 & 2);(12)LEGAL MALPRACTICE-             Representation of Adverse      Interests (Counts 1 & 2).
Honorable Mary Fingal Erickson         Department “W11"
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Corporation; and ROES 1 through50, inclusive,        Cross-Defendants.Cross-Complainants, CSN, INTERNATIONAL, INC., THE WORD FORTODAY and JEFF SMITH, (hereinafter collectively referred to as“Cross-Defendants”), are informed and believe and thereon allegethat: PARTIES1. Cross-Complainant CSN INTERNATIONAL, (hereinafter referred to as “CSN”), is a non-profit religious corporation asamended (originally formed under the name CREATIVE CHRISTIANMINISTRIES), formed and existing under the laws of the State ofCalifornia, with its principal place of business in the city of SantaAna, County of Orange.2. Cross-Complainant THE WORD FOR TODAY, (hereinafter referred to as “TWFT”), is a non-profit religious corporation, formedand existing under the laws of the State of California, with itsprincipal place of business in the city of Santa Ana, County ofOrange.  3. Cross-Complainant, JEFF SMITH, (hereinafter referred to as “J. SMITH”) is, and at all times herein mentioned, was eitheran Officer (President or Vice President) and Director or Chairman ofthe Board of Directors for CSN, as well as a Director for TWIN FALLS,and Vice President of THE WORD FOR TODAY, and is an individual whoresides in Riverside County, and is employed in Orange County,California.////
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4. Cross-Defendant, MICHAEL KESTLER, (hereinafter referredto as “KESTLER”) is, and at all times herein mentioned, was theSenior Pastor and President of CALVARY CHAPEL TWIN FALLS. KESTLER hasacted as an Officer and/or Director of CSN at times alleged herein. However, KESTLER continues to improperly claim status as a Directorof CSN INTERNATIONAL, INC. per his Local Management Agreementappointment, despite termination of the same, and KESTLER is anindividual who resides in Twin Falls, Idaho.5. Cross-Defendant, NORA KESTLER (hereinafter referred to as “N. KESTLER”) is, and at all times herein mentioned, was thewife of KESTLER, and an employee of CSN INTERNATIONAL and/or TWINFALLS and is an individual who resides in Twin Falls, Idaho.6. Cross-Defendant, FRANK WALKER (hereinafter referred to as “F. WALKER”) is an individual, and at all times hereinmentioned, was the brother of N. KESTLER, the brother-in-law ofKESTLER, and an attorney admitted to the State Bar of Idaho, who wasretained by and provided legal services to CSN INTERNATIONAL, withregard to various corporate and business matters, who resides in theState of Idaho.7. Cross-Defendant, CARY TEPPER (hereinafter referred to as “TEPPER”) is an individual, and at all times herein mentioned,was an attorney admitted to the State Bar of Maryland, who wasretained by and provided legal services to CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWINFALLS and CBI, with regard to Federal Communications Commissionmatters, who resides in the State of Maryland.//
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8. Cross-Defendant, CALVARY CHAPEL TWIN FALLS (hereinafterreferred to as “TWIN FALLS”) is a non-profit religious corporation,formed primary to function as a church, but which currently holdsand/or claims ownership rights to various broadcasting assets,network licenses, equipment and permits, which KESTLER is President,Chairman of the Board and holds primary control of TWIN FALLS, andexists under the laws of the State of Idaho, with its principal placeof business in Twin Falls Idaho. 9. Cross-Defendant, CHRISTIAN BROADCASTING OF IDAHO (hereinafter referred to as “CBI”) is a non-profit religiouscorporation, formed primary as a broadcast network airing televisionprogramming, and which KESTLER is President, Chairman of the Boardand holds primary control of CBI, and exists under the laws of theState of Idaho, with its principal place of business in Twin FallsIdaho. GENERAL ALLEGATIONS10. Cross-Complainants are informed and believe and thereonalleges that the Cross-Defendants making the representations andtaking the actions herein alleged and at all times herein mentioned,were either separate corporate entities, or corporate officers ordirectors, employees, agents, representatives, managers, of theCross-Defendant corporate entities, and as such, were acting withinthe course and scope of their agency and/or employment and under thedirection, permission, authority, ratification and consent of theCross-Defendant Officers and/or Directors, and/or ROES 1 through 50,inclusive.11. In the alternative, as to those intentional wrongful 
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acts of Cross-Defendants as alleged herein, which were beyond thecourse and scope of their employment, fiduciary duties, illegal andor criminal, said Cross-Defendants are sued in their individualcapacities as specified herein. 12. Cross-Complainants are informed and believes andthereon alleges that at all times mentioned herein, that Cross-Defendants whether individually, or in their capacities as Officer(s)or Director(s), through employees, agents, representatives, ormanagers, officers, or directors, shareholders, joint venturers, orotherwise, and each of them, conspired and cooperated with eachother, in formulating, presenting, maintaining and furthering a meansto cause damage to Cross-Complainants as more specifically allegedherein below.13. Cross-Complainants are ignorant of the true names and capacities of Cross-Defendants sued herein as ROES 1-50, inclusive,and therefore sues these Cross-Defendants by such fictitious names. Cross-Complainants will amend this Cross-Complaint to allege theirtrue names and capacities when ascertained. 14. Nonetheless, Cross-Complainants are informed andbelieves and thereon alleges that each of the fictitiously named ROECross-Defendants 1-50 inclusive, are responsible in some manner forthe occurrences herein alleged, and that Cross-Complainants damagesas herein alleged, were proximately caused by their conduct.// 15. This action is subject to the provisions of Sections 392, 393 and 395(a) of the Code of Civil Procedure, as the principalplace of business of the Cross-Complainant corporations is located
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and in the city of Santa Ana, County of Orange; it is where thesubject agreements were formed between the parties; where the injuryto Cross-Complainants occurred; and it is the county in which Cross-Complainants are defending suit against at least one Cross-Defendantin this matter.  16. All causes of action alleged within this complaint, arealleged as set forth herein, and/or in the alternative, pursuant toboth the legal and equitable remedies allowable to Cross-Complainantunder the law. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION:DECLARATORY RELIEFCSN and JEFF SMITH v. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS17. Cross-Complainants refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through16 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.18. CSN is a non-profit religious corporation which operates a radio network providing Bible based Christian teaching andprogramming nationwide.  CSN survives financially on the generousgifts, donations and support of its listening audience and otherReligious Broadcasters who air their programs nationwide.  As such,the maintenance of CSN’S sterling reputation and integrity throughoutthe Christian  community, is vital to its sustenance and continuedexistence.  19. On or about February 1, 1996, CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS entered into a Local Management Agreement (hereinafterreferred to as LMA), in the city of Santa Ana, State of California,for a term of five (5) years, through and including February 1, 2001
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(See Exhibit “A”), at which point the LMA, by it’s express terms,unless an additional “instrument in writing [was] signed by theparties”. (See Exhibit “A”, pgs. 11-12, para. 12).  The parties (CSNand TWIN FALLS), never executed any additional instrument, writing,or agreement.20. The subject LMA was executed by Pastor Chuck Smith on behalf of CSN INTERNATIONAL; and the LMA was executed by PlaintiffKESTLER on behalf of TWIN FALLS.  Per the terms of the LMA, eachparty was to place one (1) additional Board Member to each entity(See Exhibit “A”, pg. 6, para. 4).  21. As a result, on or about February 1996, Pastor Chuck Smith was added to the Board of TWIN FALLS (Defendant J. SMITH havingalready been a member of the TWIN FALLS Board); and on or about thatsame time, Plaintiff MICHAEL KESTLER was added to the Board of CSNINTERNATIONAL.22. During the time that the LMA was in full force and effect, and at times thereafter, CSN worked to provide programming,funds and equipment to TWIN FALLS radio stations and translators, inorder to disperse various Bible based Christian programming on anationwide scale, including Pastor Chuck Smith’s radio program “TheWord for Today”, fulfilling CSN’S obligations per the terms of theLMA, and CSN many times exceeding the same.// 23. During the term of the LMA while both Boards of Directors (CSN and TWIN FALLS), and the individual Directorsmaintained amicable relations, the subject Boards continued to ratifythe parties ongoing relationship.  CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS,
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though separate and distinct entities, per the terms of the LMAbecame inextricably entangled at some broadcast locations, leavingCSN owning equipment and other resources, on TWIN FALLS owned and/orleased tower sites, and at broadcast stations and translatorslicensed in the name of TWIN FALLS, while those broadcasting assetsthat were in dominion and control of TWIN FALLS, were actually paidfor by CSN monies.24. Additionally, there are other assets in the form ofnumerous pending construction permits, MX’s and other applicationswith the FCC, in the names of both TWIN FALLS and CSN awaiting FCCapproval for broadcast stations to be built.25. The tangible property and assets whose ownershipinterest, dominion and control, is in dispute between the twoentities (CSN and TWIN FALLS) are estimated as follows, forty-three(43) full power radio stations and twelve (12) translator broadcaststations, licensed and owned by CSN; approximately three hundredeighty (380), translator broadcast stations and two (2) full powerstations, licensed by TWIN FALLS, but whose operating equipment isowned by CSN. Approximately one hundred ninety-seven (197)construction permits total, which have been granted by the FCC to CSN(64 in number) and TWIN FALLS (133 in number); approximately fourhundred eight (408) or more applications currently pending before FCCin the names of CSN (110 in number) and in the name of TWIN FALLS(298 in number); approximately four hundred forty (440), licensedfacilities in the name of CSN (52 in number), and TWIN FALLS (388 innumber)[including 386 translators and 2 full power stations], forwhich the entities are requesting permission from the FCC to build
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additional radio stations throughout the nation.26. During various times of the term of the LMA and at times continuing thereafter (while various agents of CSN, actingunder the direction of KESTLER, including but not limited to N.KESTLER, and CSN Attorneys, F. WALKER and TEPPER who continued tomislead, deceive and provide faulty, or incomplete legal advice to J.SMITH), KESTLER on behalf of TWIN FALLS breached the LMA and/or theresolutions and agreements reached by the Board of Directors, whileat the same time refused to acknowledge the termination of the LMAwhich would have resulted in his automatic removal from the Board ofCSN. 27. In blatant disregard for the above, KESTLER continuesto interfere in CSN business per his claimed ostensible authority,and has attempted and at many times been successful, eitherpersonally, with his spouse N. KESTLER, or through directives to hisagents (F. WALKER and TEPPER), to obtain, maintain, and take sole andexclusive control of various CSN’S assets, income and revenues byKESTLER’S engaging in the following conduct:////// (A) Opening numerous bank accounts, in the name of CSNINTERNATIONAL, TWIN FALLS and/or other names orentities, using improper Federal Tax identificationnumbers, without the knowledge or approval orconsent, of the CSN Board of Directors, or it’sPresident J. SMITH; and while using the U.S. mail
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system, diverted funds due to be deposited into CSN’SSanta Ana accounts, into other bank accountscontrolled by KESTLER;(B) Illegally withdrawing approximately $30,000.00 from aCALVARY CHAPEL TWIN FALLS local origination bankaccount (which was set up for CSN INTERNATIONAL butwas put in the name of TWIN FALLS per advice of CSNINTERNATIONAL FCC Counsel, Cross-Defendant TEPPER),for which only J. SMITH was a signor; and transferredthose funds into a separate account using the TWINFALLS Federal Tax Identification number, allowingKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER to be signors or in controlof said account, more specifically identified as USBANK Money Market Account #7732 (hereinafter referredto the “US BANK MMA”), so as to allow revenues anddonations to be deposited, utilized and controlled byKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER, once placed into theseunauthorized bank accounts, all done without CSNBoard approval or knowledge of CSN’S President J.SMITH and/or other Board Members;    (C) Changing the P.O. Box address for receipt of Listenerdonations from CSN INTERNATIONAL’S Santa Ana,California to a TWIN FALLS, Idaho address so thatsaid donations could be received and deposited byKESTLER into accounts which he controlled without CSNBoard approval or knowledge of CSN’S President J.SMITH and/or other Board Members;
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(D) Changing the longstanding use of CSN’S corporateaddress in Santa Ana, California, to an unauthorizedaddress in TWIN FALLS, Idaho on numerous FCC filings,legal, license and registration documents, in orderto first exercise control over these assets and theneventually convert the same;   (E) Soliciting changes in donor contributions from thename of CSN INTERNATIONAL to the name of TWIN FALLS;changing contact information, including mailingaddress for donations, contained on websites fromSanta Ana, California to Twin Falls, Idaho;originating and operating a paypal system on CSN’Swebsite in which donors deposited funds into accountscontrolled by KESTLER without CSN Board approval orknowledge of CSN’S President J. SMITH;//// (F) Tortuously interfering with the contract agreementsin effect between CSN INTERNATIONAL and variousProgrammers and Underwriters who broadcast theirprogramming on the CSN network and who would pay thecosts for programming directly to CSN INTERNATIONAL’SSanta Ana California offices, in blatant disregard tothe previous pattern of conduct during the term ofthe LMA, and despite the fact that these broadcasttransmissions would be generated on both the fullpower stations fully owned by CSN (both licences and
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equipment), as well as the translator stations(licenced to TWIN FALLS, but whose equipment is ownedby CSN);(G) Converting and transferring monies received in, andheld in, CSN INTERNATIONAL bank accounts, to otherbank accounts where only KESTLER and/or NORA KESTLERwere signors and had control; and/or into other forprofit entities controlled by KESTLER; improperlyusing CSN’S non-profit tax exempt monies to pay forKESTLER’S personal expenses;     (H) Extorting and then diverting funds from the sale ofvarious CSN INTERNATIONAL owned radio stations(equipment and licenses), and/or real property sales,including but not limited to those areas of New York,Montana, Virginia, by KESTLER misrepresenting hisauthority to act on behalf of CSN INTERNATIONAL tobuyers and refusing to allow the sale of said CSNINTERNATIONAL owned stations (which sales proceedswere desperately needed in order to keep CSNINTERNATIONAL solvent), unless he was given at leastone-half of all sales proceeds to be deposited into aCSN INTERNATIONAL TWIN FALLS bank account, in theamount of approximately three (3) million dollars,which KESTLER controlled, rather than into the CSNSanta Ana accounts where those sale proceedsrightfully belonged; and then further diverting thosefunds in the approximate amounts of 1.6 million
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dollars and $600,000. dollars into two (2) separatebank accounts for which KESTLER and/or N. KESTLER, orother ROES 1-50, had dominion and control, andwithout CSN Board approval and/or approval from CSN’SPresident, J. SMITH; (I) Directing Cross-Defendant, TEPPER, to illegally andwithout approval by the CSN Board, change translatorlicences from those owned by CSN into the name ofTWIN FALLS, so that ownership would transfer to TWINFALLS a corporation for whom KESTLER was Presidentand Senior Pastor and in which he exercised dominionand control; and/or change the FCC contact addressesto Twin Falls Idaho, for numerous CSN licenses, whichpreviously provided Santa Ana, California contactinformation to the FCC;(J) Directing and diverting and/or causing CSN employeesworking out of the Twin Falls area, or TWIN FALLSemployees to direct and divert, by telephone call,letters, and/or by changing monthly billinginformation related to payment for CSN INTERNATIONALaccounts receivables for equipment invoices, incomefrom programmers and underwriters, monthly localorigination revenues, all of which had previously andregularly been payable to the Santa Ana Offices ofCSN INTERNATIONAL; and demanding of, and/or causingprogrammers, underwriters, and/or donors to, changethe payee name on drafts to CSN and demanding the re-
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issuance of the same in the name of TWIN FALLS; andthen diverting those revenues and payments to TWINFALLS bank accounts, by depositing those sums intobank accounts such as the US BANK MMA, which wereunauthorized by the CSN Board of Directors; andwithout advising the CSN Board Members or obtainingapproval from the President of CSN, J. SMITH, as aresult, Broadcasters/Programmers were being doublebilled by CSN for air time;(K) Improperly manipulating the CSN corporate books,financial ledgers and/or other corporate documents inorder to benefit of KESTLER and/or N. KESTLER, and/orother individuals or entities under KESTLER’Sdominion and control; and making the unauthorized useof those diverted CSN funds, and/or laundering,and/or improperly spending those funds for eitherpersonal expenses, personal gain, and/or to benefitindividuals of KESTLER’S choosing, in violation ofnon-profit exempt regulations, or creating ‘sham’loans, making improper ‘gifts’, and/or to benefitother for-profit entities such as ESI Corporation;and other non-profit entities such as CBI, in whichKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER either have a personalinterest, own, and/or control; thus generating andfostering numerous business relationships in conflictwith CSN; and causing CSN to become cash flow poor,which lead to a loss of licenses, broadcasting
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territory and/or coverage area because of CSN’Sinability to build stations for which permits hadalready been issued by the FCC;(L) Directing TWIN FALLS employees to refuse to discloseand provide accurate financial information anddocumentation of all CSN, or TWIN FALLS/CSN related,banking accounts, bank statements, negotiated checks,accounting ledgers, accounts receivable, accountspayable, in order to conceal, hide, disguise, ordelay the Cross-Complainants ultimate discovery ofKESTLER, N. KESTLER and TWIN FALLS corporateembezzlement practices;(M) Attempting to illegally, and without approval by theCSN Board and as advised by F. WALKER, to changetranslator licences from those owned by CSN into thename of TWIN FALLS, so that ownership would transferto TWIN FALLS a corporation for whom KESTLER wasPresident and Senior Pastor and in which he exerciseddominion and control over those bank accounts;(N) Diverting CSN monies through CBI under the guise ofpurchasing television stations on behalf of CSN,which was later it was determined by President, J.SMITH, that said title(s), license(s) and ownershipof said stations, were placed by KESTLER into thename(s) of other companies; and that instead ofutilizing said stations to fulfill CSN corporateobjectives as intended, they were used and intended
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by KESTLER for use, only to further KESTLER’S ownpersonal staging exhibitions and to lure women intowatching him on television in hopes of fosteringadditional illicit and/or immoral relationships atsome point in the future with his female viewingaudience;(O) Soliciting donations in the name of CSN over theairwaves, during TEMA (To Every Man an Answer)broadcasts, hosted by KESTLER, and then afterreceiving these CSN tax deductible gifts anddonations from listeners, which were properly madepayable to CSN INTERNATIONAL, depositing said moniesinto the US BANK MMA, or other unauthorized accountsaccount improperly named CSN, so that said donations,and tax deductible gifts would be more easilydeposited and accessible for the improper use byKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER as herein alleged;(P) Causing interference with current CSN Broadcastingagreements with Programmers, by KESTLERmisrepresenting his authority taken on behalf of CSN;and changing the payment terms of the existingagreements, for payments to be made and directed to“CSN TWIN FALLS”, to a P.O. Box in Idaho, instead of“CSN SANTA ANA” where they had always previously beensent; (Q) Presenting newly drafted unauthorized, unapprovedProgrammer Agreements on behalf of CSN, for
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broadcasts aired on both the full power stations(owned by CSN) and the translators (owned by TWINFALLS), which decreased the amount of revenues perthe Agreement terms to be paid by Programmers to CSN,and increased the amount of revenue to be paid byProgrammers to TWIN FALLS, thus disproportionatelyand inequitably, dividing and disbursing the incomederived from said Agreements between CSN and TWINFALLS, creating a disproportionate windfall to TWINFALLS, to the detriment and diversion of moniesrightfully due to CSN for the value provided to theProgrammers by CSN;(R) Diverting designated donations to US BANK MMA, andthen not using those monies as designated by thedonors and thus, betraying donor confidence andviolating IRS non-profit laws;(S) KESTLER misrepresenting himself as President of CSNto CSN’S FCC Attorneys working with CSN authorizedpersonnel, in order to thwart, undermined, and causethe day to day FCC dealings with CSN Counsel, to behalted, delayed and sometimes terminated alltogether; thus causing CSN licenses not to be timelyfiled, massive delays in getting modification filingscompleted with FCC, the inability to get legalCounsel to provide interpretation of FCC rules andregulations which lead to a delay and possibleexpiration of already issued construction permits
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before CSN had the opportunity to build new broadcaststations;(T) Acting derelict in KESTLER’S duties to build,maintain and technically support all aspects of CSNnetwork broadcast stations in conformity with andadherence to FCC guidelines and regulations; and thendirecting station managers and others, to refuseentrance to CSN Consultants hired to provideinspection information for CSN in order to cure andcorrect the ongoing FCC violations at various CSNbroadcast stations;(U) Violating the corporate Bylaws [Section 2.07(D)(E)and arguably(F)], and the Biblical preceptsincorporated therein, in continuing on with andpursuing inappropriate and sinful sexual andflirtatious misconduct with numerous women over theyears; and the pilfering of CSN corporate assets,income, revenues, and placing at risk futurepotential assets of CSN.  (V) Said sexual misconduct has caused numerous complaintsto be made to numerous individuals, and other Pastorsin authority, including but not limited to PastorChuck Smith and has since escalated to the point ofboth KESTLER and CSN INTERNATIONAL, being sued forsexual harassment in the matter of POLLITT V.KESTLER/CSN filed in the District Court of Idaho.Thus, placing at risk the reputation and existence of
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CSN INTERNATIONAL, a “Christian” religiousorganization whose reputation and leadership mustremain untarnished in order to maintain the respectand listener support from the Christian community;// (W) Running up CSN credit accounts to over a quartermillion dollars in order to cause a termination ofvarious vendor/suppliers business relations with CSN,so that CSN (TWIN FALLS competitor as reasoned byKESTLER) might be put out of business;(X) Using credit to reimburse KESTLER’S personal creditaccounts with CSN funds, for improper expenses thatwere not for, nor did they relate to CSN businessand/or any other CSN ministry purpose or corporateobjective, including but not limited to charges atVictoria’s Secret, evenings of romanticdinner/drinks, vacation/travel expenses, car parts,gas, airline tickets, food and lodging, at least onegun, as well as the numerous cellular telephone callsmade by KESTLER for the purposes of initiating,foster and/or continuing extramarital affairs withvarious women. Then once revealed and disclosed bythose in the accounting department of CSN, KESTLERthen punishing those individuals for reporting thesame;     (Y) Failing to utilize those CSN receivables diverted topay legitimate CSN expenses, such as translator tower
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rents, payroll, insurance and other CSN operatingexpenses in Idaho, and instead diverting said fundsto personal or corporate accounts over which KESTLERmaintained dominion and control; and// (Z) Using CSN paid employees, and their time as paidemployees of CSN, to perform work for KESTLER’Spersonal private automobile restoration businesscalled “Mike’s Automotive” (all the while making useof the funds diverted from CSN as alleged herein, topurchase materials, supplies and equipment for saidautomotive business); and for using CSN paidemployees to perform TWIN FALLS church or corporatebusiness; and/or for using CSN Employees or othernon-employees to perform tasks such as stationmanagement, in violation of and in a failure toconform to EEOC and/or FCC rules and regulations.28. After numerous demands made by CSN INTERNATIONAL, J.SMITH, and others to TWIN FALLS and KESTLER to cease and desist fromthe misconduct plead in paragraph 27 (A-Z) above, and after allowingTWIN FALLS and KESTLER sufficient time to repent and/or cure theabove alleged misconduct, KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and those underKESTLER’S direction, instead of curing or ceasing from thismisconduct, rather became even more aggravated, dilatory, derelict,blatant and said misconduct by KESTLER had only increased andescalated.     29. For a period of time, from February 1996 to January
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2003, Pastor Chuck Smith, J. SMITH and KESTLER served as BoardMembers of both CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS.  However, after theresignation of Pastor Chuck Smith from both the TWIN FALLS and CSNINTERNATIONAL Boards, on or about August 2003, after J. SMITH beganto realize (through advice received by separate legal counsel), thathe had been receiving misleading, deceptive, faulty, and/orincomplete legal advice from F. WALKER (KESTLER’S brother-in-law;Cross-Defendant N. KESTLER’S brother) and Cross-Defendant TEPPER, whowere both functioning either unilaterally under the direction ofKESTLER, or on their own behalf in advancing KESTLER’S position; andthat KESTLER had began to divert and maintain CSN corporate assetsand refused to return the same; and after KESTLER improperly receivedCSN sales proceeds into bank accounts which he controlled; and afterKESTLER’S sexual immorality misconduct increased and perpetuated; theconflict between Cross-Defendant KESTLER, and Cross-Complainant J.SMITH, and thus the two (2) entities, CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWINFALLS, escalated to the point of KESTLER filing this action onFebruary 14, 2006.  30. As alleged in paragraph 4 above, despite the termination of the LMA and all the illegal, immoral, and otheractions taken by KESTLER in conflict of interest to CSN and to thedetriment of CSN, KESTLER maintains and represents to everyone,including station buyers and the FCC, that he continues to be adirector of CSN.  31. On or about August 2003, the remaining Board Members for both of the LMA contracting entities (CSN and TWINFALLS), during the term of the LMA and at times afterward, were as
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argued by KESTLER: KESTLER and JEFF SMITH, Joe Dyer and (JohnLaudadio who has continually contested his improper removal as aDirector, due to the fact that he served and executed documents as aDirector and continually served as an Officer/CFO of CSN at timesthereafter). Given the fact that J. SMITH’S vote was to discontinuerelationships under the LMA once he came to the realizationsmentioned in paragraph 28 above; and given the fact that KESTLERclaimed his desire to continue to function by the LMA (despite hisblatant breach thereof, but clearly in order to continue in hisillegal diversion of CSN corporate assets and monies into accountsand businesses under KESTLER’S own personal dominion and control asalleged hereinabove), relations between KESTLER and J. SMITHseriously deteriorated to the point of KESTLER filing this action.32. Plaintiff KESTLER’S position as alleged in both hisComplaint and First Amended Complaint, is that the Board of CSN isessentially “deadlocked”, as KESTLER continues to demonstrate andurge that he is still one, of the remaining two, CSN Board Members. Notwithstanding, Cross-Complainants’ allege that KESTLER’S untenableposition still fails to render KESTLER’S desired result, as CSN wouldstill be unable to given the authority necessary, per the terms ofthe LMA, to continue in the business relationship with TWIN FALLSthat KESTLER seeks to keep in tact, as the terms of the LMA require“an instrument in writing signed by the parties” in order to continuein and/or maintain the LMA (See Exhibit “A”, LMA, pgs. 11-12, para.12). 33. Contrary to KESTLER, Cross-Complainant, J. SMITHalleges that he is the only remaining Board Member of CSN (with the
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exception note above related to CSN Director John Laudadio), as theLMA is no longer in force or effect for the following reasons: theterm of the LMA has long expired (February 2001); and neither Board(CSN or TWIN FALLS), is capable of authorizing the continuation ofthis LMA relationship as evidenced “an instrument in writing” asrequired by the terms of the LMA, which does not, has never existed;CSN because J. SMITH refuses to enter into any such additionalagreement; and TWIN FALLS because it’s Board consisting of KESTLERand J. SMITH is deadlocked, again J. SMITH not desiring to enter intoany additional agreement, and KESTLER desiring the opposite.34. Cross-Complainants further allege that since theLMA is no longer in effect, KESTLER’S Board appointment to CSNINTERNATIONAL has also expired (despite KESTLER’S protests to thecontrary); just as Pastor Chuck Smith’s appointment to the TWIN FALLSBoard would have also expired, had Pastor Chuck Smith not  alreadyresigned as alleged herein above.  35. Cross-Complainant J. SMITH refuses to authorize orratify any continuation of the LMA due to its termination, breachthereof by KESTLER/TWIN FALLS, and the immoral sexual misconduct ofKESTLER as alleged herein above, despite the fact that JEFF SMITH,acting as CSN’S President and Chairman of the Board, has donewhatever possible to keep the gospel of Jesus Christ on the CSNairwaves in order to continue to fulfill and maintain thecorporation’s tax exempt status and objectives. 36. As a result of the deeply intertwined relationship of the two entities as alleged herein, of sharing assets, employees andother resources, intermixing tower sites and/or at broadcast stations
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and licenses and equipment, applications and permits, has remainedunresolved, due to the position taken by KESTLER of an alleged CSN“deadlock” the Original and First Amended Complaints filed in thismatter.37. In addition to the times alleged herein, including times when there was no dispute in that three (3) individuals wereserving as members on the Board of CSN INTERNATIONAL, and there wasno possibility of a “deadlock” to be argued by KESTLER, KESTLER hadtaken and continues to take, unilateral action separate and apartfrom President J. SMITH and/or the CSN Board, which caused greatdamage to CSN including but not limited to loss of income andrevenues, including but not limited to, origination fees, Programmerrevenues, Listener donations, past, present and future; risk of lossof valuable corporate assets, including broadcast station licenses,the ability to build new stations granted via FCC constructionpermits, and the pending FCC applications filed to obtain morebroadcast territory; loss of benefits from numerous contractualrelations and other business relationships; loss of reputation andstatus as a “Christian” religious corporation, as well as otherlosses which are to be proven and determined at trial.38. As such, an actual controversy has arisen and now exists between CSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS, J. SMITH andKESTLER, for which a judicial determination is necessary in order todetermine the rights and responsibilities, if any, under the LMA,including but not limited to: the LMA termination, validity andeffect, whether or not a breach has occurred; the ownership interestsof the various assets held in the name of CSN and/or TWIN FALLS, and
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that equipment purchased by CSN, including but not limited to thequestions of ownership to licences, stations, broadcasting and towerequipment, real property, construction permits, pending FCCapplications, all obtained, built and/or acquired during the term ofthe LMA; a determination as to which party who should maintain properdominion and control over these assets as well as those contracts,receivables, income and revenues of the CSN, including all moniescurrently held in various bank accounts, in the name of both CSN andTWIN FALLS; and finally, a confirmation by the Court that KESTLER isno longer a Member of the CSN Board of Directors, while J. SMITHstill is a Member of the TWIN FALLS Board of Directors, in order thatthe business of these two entities can be properly conducted throughrequisite Board approval.39. Finally, Cross-Defendants request a judicial determination of damages to CSN related to as related to themisconduct of KESTLER and TWIN FALLS and or the other Cross-Defendants named in this action, proximately caused by theirinterference with CSN contractual relations, their failure toproperly maintain the CSN network in accordance with FCC guidelinesand regulations, their misappropriation of CSN revenues, monies, saleproceeds, licences, permits, other assets and property, loss ofreputation, and any other damages suffered by CSN as presented attrial.//////
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION:CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUDCSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPER40. Cross-Complainants refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through39 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.41. Commencing on or about February 2001, near and aroundthe expiration of the term of the LMA (well before there was ever aKESTLER alleged “deadlock”, as CSN INTERNATIONAL had at least three(3) directors at the time), and at times continuing thereafterthrough and including the filing date of this Cross-Complaint, Cross-Defendant KESTLER, either personally, through his authority as anofficer and/or director (actual, ostensible, or otherwise), of bothCSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS and/or through the direction KESTLERgave to other individuals and/or entities, including, N. KESTLER,other employees, agents, CSN’S Attorneys F. WALKER and TEPPER,C.P.A.’S, bank personnel and/or independent contractors (identifiedherein as ROE Cross-Defendants 1-50), Cross-Defendants and each ofthem, did conspire and agree, authorize and/or direct, ratify and/orotherwise knowingly and willingly carry out, or cause to be carriedout, numerous wrongful acts which stripped and defrauded CSN, orattempted to strip and defraud CSN, of tangible assets, including butnot limited to real property, real property sales proceeds, licenses,permits, applications, MX’s, income, revenues, donations, ongoing andgrowing contractual interests, as well as other various and numerousnetwork assets of enormous value, rightfully owned by CSN, and/orsaid Cross-Defendants stripped and defrauded CSN, or attempted to
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strip and defraud CSN’S Board of Directors, of their rightful controlof said CSN assets, income, real property, real property salesproceeds, licenses, permits, applications, MX’s, income, revenues,donations, etc.42. In formation of, and in furtherance of the conspiracyto defraud CSN INTERNATIONAL, KESTLER paid money and/or used fundsobtained through corporate or other business entities he controlled,to pay money, for services rendered, legal, technical, management andotherwise, and/or KESTLER offered and promised employment positions,perks, benefits, retirement accounts and huge bonuses to keyindividuals, vendor contracts, independent contractor and/orconsulting fees to third parties and third party businesses, and/orpaid money, provided tangible property or other perks and benefitspersonally, to individuals, including but not limited to Cross-Defendants, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER and TEPPER, and as advised by CSNlegal counsel (F. WALKER and TEPPER), and in cooperation with theother unnamed Cross-Defendants identified as ROES 1 through 50, allof which knew these directives given by KESTLER along with therelated benefits, monetary and otherwise, to be excessive, unearned,or otherwise improper and in violation of State Bar Ethics Codes,criminal laws, non-profit laws, corporate laws and formalities, FCCregulations and/or CSN Board policy.////  43. Notwithstanding, Cross-Defendants and each of them,engaged in and performed the wrongful actions necessary to transferand/or attempt to transfer, ownership, title and/or control of CSN
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assets, income, donations and revenues as described herein, with thedeliberate and malicious intention of defrauding, converting and/ordiverting CSN corporate assets, income, sales proceeds, donations andrevenues, to other individuals and/or entities, in which KESTLER, hadeither a personal interest, and/or over which KESTLER exerciseddominion and control, in a manner specifically described in paragraph27 (A-Z) inclusive above, in order that the other named Cross-Defendants might receive and continue to receive future benefits bothtangible and monetary, from their continued relationship withKESTLER.  Moreover, the full extent of these, as well as othernumerous other wrongful actions taken with the intention ofdefrauding CSN, are unknown at this time and are still underinvestigation. However, Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F.WALKER, and ROES 1 through 50, demonstrated the conduct and took theactions herein alleged pursuant to, and in furtherance of, theconspiracy to defraud per the above-alleged agreement.44. Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPERand ROES 1 through 50, furthered their conspiracy by cooperating withand lending aid, legal advice and direction, and other assistance andencouragement to KESTLER, and in their own individual capacities,either directed, initiated, ratified, and/or carried out KESTLER, N.KESTLER, F. WALKER, or TEPPER’S directives which, they all knew orshould have know was defrauding, embezzling and pilfering CSN of itstangible and real property assets, revenues, income, contractualbenefits and other valuable tangibles, by, including but not limitedto, providing legal advice, encouragement and/or assistance, howeverdirectly or indirectly, related to the carrying out of the wrongful
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actions as directed by KESTLER in paragraph 27 (A-Z) above.46. More specifically, each Cross-Defendant named herein under, acted in conspiracy with KESTLER, and ROES 1-50, inclusive andeach of them, as follows:(A) N. KESTLER, in her own individual capacity,conspired, took action, contributed, encouraged,directed, initiated, ratified, and/or personallycarried out, or caused to be carried out, withKESTLER, that conduct as alleged in paragraphs 27(A)(H)(X)(Y)(Z);(B) F. WALKER, in his own individual capacity, and whileacting in his capacity as Corporate Counsel for CSN(imputed with the fiduciary duty to act in the “bestinterests” of CSN), provided legal advice, counseland direction to CSN, while conspiring, takingaction, contributing, encouraging, directing,initiating, ratifying, and/or personally carryingout, and/or causing to be carried out, with KESTLER;and/or while failing to act, correct, reprimand,provide full and complete legal counsel and guidance,and/or full and complete disclosure with regard tolegal issues presented and the legal effect ofdecisions made on behalf of CSN as to those issues,as were necessary to protect the “best interests” ofCSN, and thus, assisting, furthering, fosteringand/or ratifying that wrongful conduct taken inconjunction with KESTLER, as alleged in paragraphs
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27(A)(B)(C)(D) (E)(F)(G)(H)(I)(J)(K)(L)(M)(N)(O)(P)(Q)(S)(U)(V)(Y) and (Z); and as well as thosenegligent, reckless, improper and/or adverse actionsas alleged in paragraphs 145 through 155, inclusiveand 169 through 176, inclusive, herein below.(C) TEPPER in his own individual capacity, and whileacting in his capacity as FCC (Federal CommunicationsCommission) Counsel for CSN (imputed with thefiduciary duty to act in the “best interests” ofCSN), provided legal advice, counsel and direction toCSN, while conspiring, taking action, contributing,encouraging, directing, initiating, ratifying, and/orpersonally carrying out, and/or causing to be carriedout, with KESTLER; and/or while failing to act,correct, reprimand, provide full and complete legalcounsel and guidance, and/or full and completedisclosure with regard to legal issues presented andthe legal effect of decisions made on behalf of CSNas to those issues, as were necessary to protect the“best interests” of CSN, and thus, assisting,furthering, fostering and/or ratifying that wrongfulconduct taken in conjunction with KESTLER, as allegedin paragraphs 27(C)(D)(F)(H)(I)(J)(M)(N)(P)(Q)(S)(T)and (Y); and as well as those negligent, reckless,improper and/or adverse actions as alleged inparagraphs 157 through 167, inclusive and 178 through184, inclusive, herein below.
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47. Cross-Complainants are informed and believe and thereonallege, that the acts of Cross-Defendants and each of them, inpursuance of the above described conspiracy commenced on or beforeDecember 2003, and continue to date, on a day to day basis, as CSN’Stangible assets are being wrongfully taken and/or ownership/titlechanges in said assets are being changed, or attempted to be changed;and as CSN revenues, donations and receivables are being diverted anddeposited into the US BANK MMA, and other bank and depositoryaccounts controlled by TWIN FALLS and/or KESTLER.   48. As a proximate result of the wrongful acts herein alleged, CSN has suffered immeasurable and irreparable damage to itsdetriment, in loss of tangible assets, real property, real propertysale proceeds, income, revenues, donations, construction permits, FCCapplications, and other corporate assets including the good-will andreputation of CSN in the Christian community.  Cross-Complainantshave been generally damaged in a sum unknown at this time, but in theamount which will be presented according to proof at trial.49. Cross-Defendants conduct was fraudulent, wilful andmalicious and was intended to cause serious and severe injury to CSN,while at the same time benefit KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER,TEPPER, TWIN FALLS, and other individuals and entities identifiedherein or associated with KESTLER, and as such Cross-Defendants areguilty of malice, oppression and fraud as defined under Civ. CodeSection 3294, and in conscious disregard of Cross-Complainant’srights, thereby warranting an assessment of punitive damages in anamount appropriate to punish Cross-Defendants and deter others fromengaging in similar conduct.
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THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: MISAPPROPRIATION/CONVERSION- Funds/Assets CSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TEPPER, F. WALKER, TWIN FALLS and CBI50. Cross-Complainants refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through49 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.51. Cross-Complainants specifically allege and incorporate paragraphs 27 (A-Z) inclusive, herein; and allege that at all timesmentioned herein, CSN was and still is, the rightful recipient andowner of said tangible assets alleged in paragraph 41 incorporatedherein by reference, broadcast stations, equipment, tower leases,programmer revenues, monies, listener donations, payments andreceivables, and is entitled to receipt and retention of the same,and that said acts of conversion on behalf of the Cross-Defendantscontinue to take place to date, and on an ongoing daily basis.52. In addition, to the CSN owned monies, receivables diverted and other tangible assets converted by Cross-Defendants asalleged herein above, Cross-Complainants allege and thereon believe,that Cross-Defendants, did attempt and at times did succeed, intransferring broadcasting licenses, television stations, andpotentially other CSN assets undisclosed to date, from the rightfulname of CSN, into the name of TWIN FALLS, CBI, or some othercorporate entity, or individual unknown and unnamed at this time, butidentified herein as ROES 1-50, inclusive.  The aggregate of whichhas caused an estimated loss of value to CSN INTERNATIONAL, in thetens of millions of dollars.53. As a proximate result of Cross-Defendants conversion, 
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CSN was put in financial straights and having little working capitalbecame cash poor, and was forced to sell off approximately nineteen(19) licenced broadcast facilities in order to stay solvent.  Atwhich point KESTLER interfered in such sales and demanded through“supposed” CSN Counsel, TEPPER, who was and continues to operate in a“conflict of interest” capacity by taking primary unilateraldirection from KESTLER in order to extort CSN sale proceeds intoaccounts controlled by KESTLER; and furthermore, TEPPER, who brokeredat least one or more, CSN sales transactions, did so in a dualcapacity, representing both buyer and seller without a consent orwaiver from CSN, charging an exorbitant “finder’s fee” and whoarranged for one-half of said revenues to be paid directly into bankaccounts which were controlled by KESTLER, and who threatened alongwith KESTLER, that otherwise the sale would not go through.  CSN wasthus, forced to comply with KESTLER’S extortion demands, as carriedout by TEPPER in his improper “conflict of interest” and “dualcapacities”, or otherwise CSN was at risk of bankruptcy, loss ofstations and other assets, and would then be unable to further,maintain and pursue CSN’S corporate objectives of spreading theGospel of Jesus Christ nationwide on the airwaves.54. Moreover, during the same period of time KESTLER was extorting and diverting monies from the proceeds of CSN’S assetsales, with the assistance of TEPPER, KESTLER was also converting anddiverting to TWIN FALLS, CBI, N. KESTLER and other individuals andentities, the revenues, monies, donations, receivables and otherassets rightfully belonging to CSN, as directed by and through thelegal counsel provided by, his brother-in-law, F. WALKER, another
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supposed CSN attorney who was also taking unilateral direction fromKESTLER and who was also operating in a “conflict of interest”capacity, yet supposedly on behalf of CSN.55. J. SMITH, the President of CSN, through other retained counsel has attempted on numerous occasions, including most directlyafter the filing by KESTLER of this action, to terminate TEPPER andF. WALKER, due to their obvious and evident “conflict of interest”. However, neither F. WALKER nor TEPPER have complied with this demand,but have rather, snubbed their noses and continued to act under thesole direction of KESTLER, in a dual capacity, and in a capacityadverse to CSN; and while not personally retaining control over theconverted CSN assets, sales proceeds, income, donations and revenues,both F. WALKER and TEPPER were instrumental in providing legal adviceand directives to KESTLER in order that he may retain control overthese converted CSN assets; and then in turn, KESTLER would pay F.WALKER and TEPPER the legal fees incurred, in whatever amount, asthey continued to operate unilaterally on behalf of KESTLER, and in amanner adverse to CSN, in gross violation of corporate, legal andethical regulations.56. The conduct of Cross-Defendants, as allege herein,caused CSN a serious loss of leverage and stability, an inability topay debts, meet payroll, build additional radio stations (without theneed of borrowing money or selling assets); as well as a loss of useand/or dominion and control, of various radio stations, equipment,licenses, construction permits, real property, tower leases, towersites, and other tangible items which have been converted by Cross-Defendants, at a value well in the millions of dollars, or in an
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amount to be proven at trial. 57. Cross-Complainants have attempted by various means, including retention of legal counsel separate and apart from F.WALKER or TEPPER, and payment of tens of thousands of dollars to thesame, to resolve the conflict between the parties without thenecessity of litigation, while at the same time, still attempting tokeep the CSN network functioning, maintaining and fulfilling its taxexempt purposes of declaring the gospel of Jesus Christ.58. The acts of Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TEPPER, F. WALKER, and CBI, alleged herein were willful, wanton,malicious and oppressive and were taken with the intent to convertfor their own use, dominion and control, revenues, assets, monies,equipment, licenses, leases, real property, sales proceeds, and othertangible items rightfully belonging to CSN INTERNATIONAL and as such,justify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION:CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTCount One, FraudCSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and CBI59. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through58 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point. 
60. Cross-Complainant specifically incorporates, paragraphs27(A-Z) inclusive, 41 through 49, inclusive, and 51 through 58,inclusive as if they were set forth herein.61. By virtue of Cross-Defendants named hereunder and ROES 
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1-50's wrongful fraudulent acts, Cross-Defendants and each of them,hold the revenues, donations, tangible assets, including broadcastand satellite equipment, real property, and other items of valueowned by Cross-Complainant CSN, as constructive trustee for the CSN’Sbenefit.62. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants,KESTLER, N. KESTLER, CBI, was an intentional attempt to defraud bydeceit or concealment, with the intention permanently depriving CSNINTERNATIONAL of sales proceeds, income, revenues, donations,contractual benefits, property or legal rights, or otherwise causinginjury, and was despicable conduct that subjected Cross-ComplainantCSN to a cruel and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of itsrights, so as to justify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION:CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTCount Two, AccountingCSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and CBI 63. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through62 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point. 
64. Cross-Complainant specifically incorporates, paragraph 60 inclusive, as if it and all included paragraphs contained therein,were set forth herein in full.65. By virtue of Cross-Defendants wrongful fraudulent acts,Cross-Defendants and each of them, hold the revenues, donations,tangible assets, including broadcast and satellite equipment,  real
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property, and other items of value owned by Cross-Complainant, asconstructive trustee for CSN’S benefit.66. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants, KESTLER, N. KESTLER, and CBI, was an intentional attempt to defraudby deceit or concealment, with the intention permanently deprivingCSN of sales proceeds, income, revenues, donations, contractualbenefits, property or legal rights, or otherwise causing injury, andwas despicable conduct that subjected Cross-Complainant CSN to acruel and unjust hardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so asto justify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.67. On or about July 2003, Cross-Complainant, through itsPresident, members of its Board of Directors, or employees, hasrequested various documents, including but not limited to corporatefinancial ledgers, banking statements, deposit and withdrawalinformation, FCC applications, licenses, and other required FCCfilings, receipts, invoices, credit card statements, and numerousother documents which would reflect and provide information as to theimproper and unlawful transactions alleged herein, up to andincluding the need for CSN to retain a forensic accountant.  68. Cross-Defendants have failed and refused and continue to fail and refuse to cooperate and/or provide the type of financialinformation necessary in order for Cross-Complainant, its officers,directors, employees, or agent(s), to make a fair and appropriatedetermination of the donations, revenues, assets and/or benefitsretained by Cross-Defendants which rightfully belong to Cross-Complainant.  As such Cross-Complainants are unable to ascertain thetrue and correct amount, or value of the revenues and other tangible
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assets misappropriated by Cross-Defendants and thus needs anaccounting of the same.69. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants KESTLER,N. KESTLER and CBI, was an intentional attempt to defraud by deceitor concealment, with the intention permanently depriving CSN of salesproceeds, income, revenues, donations, contractual benefits, propertyor legal rights, or otherwise causing injury, and was despicableconduct that subjected Cross-Complainant CSN to a cruel and unjusthardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as to justify anaward of exemplary and punitive damages.FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTCount Four-- Violation of TrustCSN and THE WORD FOR TODAY v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and CBI70. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through69 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point. 71. At all times mentioned herein, Cross-Defendant KESTLER,owed a fiduciary duty to Cross-Complainant CSN INTERNATIONAL, servingas both an officer and director of the same commencing on or about,February 1996.72. At all material times herein, Cross-Complainant CSN through the actions of its Board of Directors, relied on, expectedand believed in the integrity, honesty, and truthfulness of Cross-Defendant KESTLER and his fidelity to act in the best interests ofthe corporation, and thus reposed absolute trust and confidence in
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him and his commitment to carrying on and carrying out his fiduciaryduties and the non-profit exempt corporate objectives of CSN, as morespecifically described in the FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION– BREACH OFFIDUCIARY DUTY, paragraphs 84 through 85 inclusive, and the SIXTHCAUSE OF ACTION– SELF DEALING BY A DIRECTOR, paragraphs 93 through 96inclusive infra, incorporated herein by reference.73. Cross-Complainant specifically incorporates, paragraph 60 inclusive, as if it and all included paragraphs contained therein,were set forth herein in full.74. Cross-Defendant CBI was obligated to run programming provided by CSN but failed and refused to do so, yet continued totake monies paid by CSN for airing said programming.  As a result,CBI was left owing approximately $472,000.00 to CSN as of March 31,2006; and approximately $250,000.00 to THE WORD FOR TODAY.75. By virtue of Cross-Defendant KESTLER’S violation oftrust, Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and CBI, andeach of them, hold sales proceeds, revenues, donations, tangibleassets, including broadcast and satellite equipment, real property,and other items of value owned by Cross-Complainant CSN, asconstructive trustee for the Plaintiffs benefit.76. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants, KESTLER, N. KESTLER, and CBI was an intentional attempt to defraud bydeceit or concealment, with the intention permanently depriving CSNINTERNATIONAL of income, revenues, donations, contractual benefits,property or legal rights, or otherwise causing injury, and wasdespicable conduct that subjected Cross-Complainant CSN to a crueland unjust hardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as to
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justify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION:CONSTRUCTIVE TRUSTCount Four-- Unjust EnrichmentCSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and CBI   77. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through76 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.78. Cross-Complainant specifically incorporates, paragraph 60 inclusive, as if it and all included paragraphs contained therein,were set forth herein in full.79. By virtue of Cross-Defendants wrongful fraudulent acts,Cross-Defendants and each of them, have been unjustly enriched andcurrently hold and/or control sale proceeds, revenues, donations,tangible assets, including broadcast and satellite equipment, realproperty, and other items of value rightfully owned or which shouldbe controlled by Cross-Complainant CSN, as constructive trustee forCSN’S benefit.80. Moreover, Cross-Defendants and each of them did intentionally give, donate, transfer, hypothecate, or otherwisedistribute and disburse these CSN owned monies and assets one toanother, and/or to other individuals and entities (unknown at thistime but identified herein as ROES 1 through 50), for the benefit ofall, and to the detriment of Cross-Complainant CSN. 81. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants, KESTLER, N. KESTLER and CBI, was an intentional attempt to defraud bydeceit or concealment, with the intention permanently depriving CSN
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of sales proceeds, income, revenues, donations, contractual benefits,property or legal rights, or otherwise causing injury, and wasdespicable conduct that subjected Cross-Complainant CSN to a crueland unjust hardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as tojustify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION:BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTYCSN v. KESTLER82. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through81 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point. 83. At all times mentioned herein Cross-Complainants allege that, Cross-Defendant KESTLER, was acting as an Officer of CSN,serving as a Vice President and/or Secretary at all times mentionedherein.  CSN brings suit against KESTLER in his capacity as acompensated Officer of CSN; and as to those acts alleged hereinalleged, which were beyond the scope and authority of KESTLER, in hiscapacity as an individual.   84. Cross-Defendant KESTLER, owed a duty of fidelity, honesty, and integrity to CSN and any action taken by KESTLER, was tobe done with such care, including reasonable inquiry, as to assurethat said action was in the best interests of CSN, and as to avoidany risk of injury or damage to CSN’S interests.  85. KESTLER breached his Fiduciary Duty to CSN as specifically described in paragraph 27 (A-Z), above inclusive,incorporated herein by reference as though full set forth.86. Moreover, KESTLER, in his capacity as an officer
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of CSN, specifically Vice President of Technical/EngineeringOperations, was responsible to oversee and maintain the bulk of theday to day technical broadcasting duties, attributable to eachindividual CSN owned full power station, or translator station, andwas responsible to over see the management, employees, operations andcompliance of said stations in relation to FCC regulations.87. Cross-Defendant breached his fiduciary duties by the numerous fraudulent, illegal and inappropriate action taken byKESTLER and others as alleged in paragraphs 27 (A-Z) inclusive, 44through 49 inclusive, 51 through 58, inclusive, supra.88. Additionally, KESTLER has caused, instigated and/or created corporate liability for CSN INTERNATIONAL in KESTLER’S:(A) Numerous complaints regarding KESTLER’S inappropriateadvances towards women other than his wife, culminating ina Sexual Harassment suit filed against CSN INTERNATIONAL;(B) Refusal to step down from the TWIN FALLS pulpit and/or theCSN Board of Directors, and/or KESTLER’S position as anOfficer for CSN, despite promises to do so;(C) Publication of KESTLER’S sexual misconduct, bringingdamage both TWIN FALLS and CSN’S credibility and integrityin the Christian community, causing a loss in donations toCSN and a waste of corporate resources and placing at riskcontinued insurance coverage for CSN INTERNATIONAL, forexcessive claims based on solely KESTLER’S conduct;(D) Continued threats that if he (KESTLER) is not left aloneby J. SMITH and other Board Members who have sinceresigned, he would make slanderous reports and stories to
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well known Orange County newspapers such as the LA Timesand Orange County Register in order to damage thereputation of CSN INTERNATIONAL and other prominentPastors;(E) Use of CSN INTERNATIONAL broadcast time to claim hisinnocence of the sexual harassment allegations over theairwaves, stating that the people who are attacking me are“tools of Satan and will not make the rapture”; thusintentionally publicizing his sexual harassment charges inthe media nationally, causing a loss of spiritualcredibility, integrity and loss of listenership in theChristian community; (F) Use of his status as a nationwide radio personality andPastor to lure women into illicit ungodly relationshipswith him creating a continued risk to the very existenceof CSN INTERNATIONAL, a “Christian” Broadcasting network;(G) Intentionally failing to build out those new CSN broadcaststations within the time permitted by the FCC constructionpermits; and instead, directing those CSN licensedstations to be downgraded in coverage, below what had beenauthorized by the FCC, in order that TWIN FALLS licensedtranslator stations could improperly take over  thecoverage area from those CSN licensed broadcast stations;(H) Hiring and paying unqualified inexperienced individuals asradio station managers and in other positions, claimingsome as missionaries and failing to properly, fully, orcompletely teach or equip said station managers to do
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their jobs; and then, allowing these individuals have animproper status classification, some as “independentcontractors” and others, as CSN “employees” in violationof FCC regulations; and despite being confronted aboutthis conduct, failing to cure the same, causing furtherrisk to CSN’s broadcast licenses; and granting theseindividuals ostensible authority by placing them inmanagement positions with dual or multiple licensees, inviolation of FCC regulations, placing CSN at risk ofmonetary sanctions from the FCC and ultimately thepossibility of forfeiture of CSN licenses;(I) Directing non CSN employees, to make contract with variousentities to provide management personnel (who are also notCSN employees), for various radio stations owned andlicensed by CSN, in violation of FCC regulations, placingCSN at a monetary risk of sanctions from the FCC andultimately the possibility of forfeiture of CSN licensesand upon FCC inspection, likely resulting in the immediateshut down of the station(s);(J) Directing CSN employees and other agents (such as TEPPER),to transfer and/or convert CSN INTERNATIONAL licensedstations to TWIN FALLS and upon request of TEPPER toadvise J. SMITH which stations had been transferred,TEPPER refused;(K) Directing CSN employees and/or other agents (such asTEPPER) to file ownership reports and other FCCdocumentation, with the FCC in order to change all of the
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approximate forty-three (43) CSN licenced facilities, toTWIN FALLS’ address and misrepresenting his position atCSN, stating he is the President of CSN, when J. SMITH hascontinued to hold the position of President since January2003;(L) Gross neglect and lack of management as to the technicaland operational responsibilities for which KESTLER wasaccountable in his position as Vice President andemployee, blatant disregard and failure to properlyoversee, instruct and monitor the performance of overforty (40) full power stations and over four hundred (400)translators, placing CSN’S assets and stations, at risk ofimmediate shut down, due to their lack of conformity withFCC regulations; (M) Refusal to allow inspection to CSN FCC Consultants, and/orturn over the technical, field and engineering operationsof the CSN network of stations for which he hasdemonstrated incompetence, despite his continued failuresto comply with FCC regulations, thus placing at risk thepotential loss of numerous licenses and station broadcastsowned by CSN INTERNATIONAL;(N) Receiving and/or allowing others to receive, personalgifts, perks and benefits (“payola”), in exchange forairing various programming, music, or underwriting(“plugola”); and failing to air contracted Programming asCSN was obligated to air;(O) Allowing CCTF employees conduct personal business on and
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with assets owned by CSN INTERNATIONAL;(P) Selling a political video for profit over the CSN airwavesplacing CSN’s Non-Profit IRS exempt status at risk;(Q) Making personal and/or improper personal use of variousnon-profit revenues and donations made to CSN, thusplacing CSN’S IRS tax exempt status at risk; and(R) Taking CSN’S non-profit revenues and donations anddiverting or placing those monies into CBI accounts, intonon-profit entity, coding them as gifts instead of loans,thus placing CSN’S IRS tax exempt status at risk.89. In acting as herein above described, Cross-Defendant KESTLER, did not exercise the required care required of an Officer orDirector of CSN.90. As a proximate result of the acts of Cross-Defendant KESTLER, described herein above, CSN has been damaged by the loss ofnumerous vital business relationships with Broadcasters, keyemployees, vendors, suppliers, and other individuals, companies andbusinesses who specialize in the field of Christian broadcasting,including those who do not want to be affiliated with an operationthat has demonstrated a lack of integrity in its leadership.  Saiddamage has put at risk a number of broadcast licenses owned by CSN,caused CSN to revise it’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’sbuilding projects on new stations, thus losing millions of potentialnew listeners and the revenue, gifts and donations generatedtherefrom, and said damages are estimated to have reached a sum toexceed millions of dollars, or in an amount to be proven at trial.91. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendant KESTLER 
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was an intentional attempt to damage CSN and its holdings, bydefrauding by deceit or concealment, with the intention ofpermanently depriving CSN of assets, income, revenues, donations,contractual benefits, property or legal rights, or otherwise causinginjury to CSN in KESTLER’S feeble attempts to defend and protecthimself from allegations of inappropriate sexual conduct, and wasdespicable conduct that subjected Cross-Complainant CSN to a crueland unjust hardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as tojustify an award of exemplary and punitive damages.////////// SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION:SELF DEALING TRANSACTION BY DIRECTOR OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONCSN V. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS, CBI92. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through91 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.93. At all times mentioned herein Cross-Complainants allegethat, Cross-Defendant KESTLER, was acting as an Officer of CSN and inaddition, at all times mentioned herein, KESTLER claims he was anacting Director of CSN (as previously alleged).  Though Cross-Complainants, as alleged herein above, plead that the termination ofthe LMA, also terminated KESTLER’S position as a Director of CSN,should a Court of law find otherwise, Cross-Complainant plead this
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cause in the alternative, and as to those self-dealing acts allegedherein, which were beyond the scope and authority of KESTLER actingas an Officer and/or as a claimed Director of CSN, and as to thoseacts, suit is also brought against KESTLER in his individualcapacity.  94. Cross-Defendant KESTLER, in his claimed position as a Director of CSN owed a duty of fidelity, honesty, and integrity toCSN and any action taken by KESTLER, was to be done with such care,including reasonable inquiry, as to assure that said action was inthe best interests of CSN, and as to avoid any risk of injury ordamage.  Cross-Complainant specifically incorporates, paragraphs 27(A-Z), and 88 (A-R) supra inclusive, as if they were set forthherein. Cross-Defendants, KESTLER while acting in his claimedposition as an “interested director” as defined by Section 9242(a) ofthe California Corporations Code, and/or including and during thetime that KESTLER continued to misrepresent himself as a “Director”of CSN (as plead in paragraphs 4 and 30, 32 through 34, inclusive, aswell as in other paragraphs as inferred), took actions, madedecisions and directed employees, independent contractors, agents andothers, to act to the detriment of CSN, in order to benefit KESTLERand N. KESTLER, personally, and/or Cross-Defendant, TWIN FALLS, anon-profit corporation whose income and assets are controlled byKESTLER; and/or CBI, a for-profit broadcasting corporation whoseincome and assets are controlled by KESTLER; and possibly otherindividuals or entities controlled by, related to, or affiliatedwith, KESTLER (ROES 1-50), all of which, at the hand of KESTLER, havegained a material financial interest in various transactions and
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wrongful dealings involving CSN owned tangible and real property andmonies.95. Due to the self-dealing conduct of KESTLER, including receipt and diversion of misappropriated income, revenues, donations,broadcasting licenses, construction permits, broadcast and satelliteequipment, proceeds from the sale of radio stations, limiting CSNlicensed coverage areas and failing to build CSN stations per FCCconstruction permit deadlines in order to benefit TWIN FALLS, and/orthe taking of other tangible items all owned by CSN, which have sincebeen gifted, transferred, embezzled, hypothecated, or otherwiseobtained by KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and/or CBI, over which KESTLERexercises dominion and control, and is thus, able to use, expend,transfer, hide, conceal or otherwise possess taken with the intentionof benefitting Cross-Defendants, KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS, CBIand ROES 1-50, inclusive, CSN has been severely damaged by the lossof numerous vital business income and assets, relationships withBroadcasters, key employees, vendors, suppliers, and otherindividuals, companies and businesses who specialize in the field ofChristian broadcasting, including those who do not want to beaffiliated with an operation that has demonstrated a lack ofintegrity in its leadership.  Said damage has caused CSN to reviseit’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’s building projects onnew stations, jeopardized it’s FCC licenses due to KESTLER’S falserepresentations to the FCC, causing loss of millions of potential newlisteners and the revenue, gifts and donations generated therefrom,and said damages are estimated to have reached a sum to exceedmillions dollars, or in an amount to be proven at trial.
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96. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants, KESTLER, N. KESTLER, CBI and ROES 1-50, inclusive, was an intentional“self dealing” attempt to defraud by deceit or concealment, with theintention of permanently depriving CSN of it’s income, revenues,donations, contractual benefits, to convert or diminish the value ofCSN owned assets, property or legal rights, and was despicableconduct that subjected Cross-Complainants to a cruel and unjusthardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as to justify anaward of exemplary and punitive damages.SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION:INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH ECONOMIC RELATIONSCSN V. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPER, TWIN FALLS, CBI97. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through96 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.98. Commencing in the 1993 calendar year, CSN began building a network of full power radio stations and translatorsthroughout the nation which carried religious programming fromvarious sources, including but not limited to programming from theCalvary Chapel Costa Mesa affiliate churches and pastors throughoutthe nation.99. In carrying said programing, CSN would enter into various and numerous individual Broadcasting Agreements with each andevery Programmer/Pastor/Church Affiliate and the CSN network wouldbroadcast their individual programs nationwide on both their fullpower and translator stations. 100. Cross-Defendants, and all of them, knew of the above 
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described Broadcasting Agreements between CSN and the variousBroadcasters mentioned herein above, as they were intricatelyinvolved in the building of said stations, scheduling programming,and providing technical support for the feed of the variousbroadcasters programming which aired on the CSN network.////// 101. Commencing on or about January 2004, Cross-Defendant KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPER and those Cross-Defendantentities for which KESTLER has dominion and control (TWIN FALLS andCBI), whether personally and with his/her spouse, or through theofficers, directors, employees, agents, CSN’S Attorney (F. WALKER andTEPPER), C.P.A.’S, independent contractors, or other associates ofthe named entities, took various actions with the intention ofinterfering, undermining, usurping, amending and terminating theBroadcaster Agreements both in full force and effect, as well asthose up for renewal, that CSN had entered into with its numerousProgrammers, by taking the following wrongful actions:(A) Tortuously interfering with the contract agreements ineffect between CSN and various Programmers andUnderwriters who broadcast their programming on the CSNnetwork and who would pay the costs for programmingdirectly to CSN’S Santa Ana California offices, which wasthe pattern of conduct during the term of the LMA, despitethe fact that their broadcast transmission would begenerated on both the full power stations fully owned by
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CSN (both licences and equipment), as well as thetranslator stations, licenced to TWIN FALLS, but whoseequipment is owned by CSN, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others;//     (B) Making direct contact with Broadcasters via telephone,email, correspondence and billing invoices, advising themto no longer send their programming fees to CSNINTERNATIONAL’S Santa Ana, California Offices, otherwisethey would be taken off the air on the translator networkand as a result, Broadcasters were being double billed forair time, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carriedout by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, orthrough their direction given to others;(C) Directing and diverting and/or causing CSN employeesworking out of the Twin Falls area, or TWIN FALLSemployees to direct and divert, by telephone call,letters, and/or by changing monthly billing informationrelated to payment for CSN INTERNATIONAL accountsreceivables for equipment invoices, income fromprogrammers and underwriters, billing statements, all ofwhich had previously and regularly been payable to theSanta Ana Offices of CSN INTERNATIONAL, and divertingthose revenues and payments to TWIN FALLS, by depositingthose sums into bank accounts such as the US BANK MMA,which were unauthorized by the CSN Board of Directors, but
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controlled by KESTLER, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others;// (D) Attempting to illegally and without approval by the CSNBoard, change translator licences from those owned by CSNinto the name of TWIN FALLS, so that ownership wouldtransfer to TWIN FALLS a corporation for whom KESTLER wasPresident and Senior Pastor and in which he exerciseddominion and control, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKERand TEPPER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER,either personally, or through their direction given toothers;(E) Demanding of, and/or causing programmers, underwriters,and/or donors to, change the payee name on drafts to CSNand demanding the re-issuance of the same in the name ofTWIN FALLS, their failure to comply or to do so wouldresult in the termination of their programming on CSNbroadcasts, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER andcarried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally,or through their direction given to others;(F) Causing interference with current broadcasting agreementswith programmers, by misrepresenting their authority takenon behalf of CSN and changing the payment terms of theexisting agreements, for payments to be made and directedto “CSN TWIN FALLS”, to a P.O. Box in Idaho, instead of“CSN SANTA ANA” where they had always previously been
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sent, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried outby KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others; (G) Attempting and often times succeeding, in entering intonew agreements with programmers for broadcasts on both thefull power stations (owned by CSN) and the translators(owned by TWIN FALLS), and having said payments sent to“CSN TWIN FALLS” and under these new programmeragreements, all the while soliciting and authorizing termson behalf of CSN to unfairly, disproportionately andinequitably, divide and disburse the income derived fromsaid agreements, primarily to TWIN FALLS’ translatorstations, when CSN’S full power stations should have beendesignated the income from the agreements, thusundermining the fair value of the agreement to CSN andcausing an unfair, over valued portion of the monies to bepaid to TWIN FALLS, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKERand carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others;(H) Changing the longstanding use of CSN’S corporate addressin Santa Ana, California, to TWIN FALLS on numerous FCCfilings, legal, license and registration documents, inorder to first exercise control over these assets and theneventually convert the same, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER, TEPPER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER,either personally, or through their direction given toothers; and
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//// (I) KESTLER misrepresenting himself as President of CSN to oneof CSN’S FCC attorneys (not TEPPER), in order to thwart,undermined, and cause the day to day FCC dealings with CSNcounsel, to be halted, delayed and sometimes terminatedall together, by refusing to build stations, causing CSNlicenses not to be filed, causing massive delays ingetting modification filings completed with FCC, causingthe inability to get legal counsel on interpretation ofFCC rules and regulations, leading to a delay and possibleexpiration of already issued construction permits beforenew stations had been built, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER, TEPPER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER,either personally, or through their direction given toothers.102. In addition, Cross-Defendants diverted, converted, provided legal advice on the diversion and/or conversion of variouscorporate assets, donations, programming revenues, funds, originationfees and listener donations due to CSN and needed to maintain itsoperations and continue its growth, in an attempt to cause CSN tocease from operation and with the intention of KESTLER, TWIN FALLSand/or CBI to take over dominion and control of all CSN assets,income and revenues, by carrying out the following wrongful actions://////
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(A) KESTLER also opened numerous bank accounts, in the nameof CSN, TWIN FALLS and/or other names or entities, usingimproper Federal Tax identification numbers, without theknowledge or approval or consent, of the Board ofDirectors (which at the time had three members and thuswas not deadlocked), and while using the U.S. mail system,diverted funds due to CSN’S legitimate accounts, asadvised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried out byKESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others;(B) Changing the P.O. Box address for receipt of Listenerdonations from CSN’S Santa Ana, California to TWIN FALLS,Idaho, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carriedout by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, orthrough their direction given to others;(C) Soliciting changes in donor contributions from the name ofCSN INTERNATIONAL to TWIN FALLS; changing contactinformation contained on websites from Santa Ana,California to Twin Falls, Idaho; and filing FCC reportwith licensee address changes from Santa Ana, Californiato Twin Fall, Idaho, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKERand carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others;//////    (E) Converting monies received in, and held in, CSN
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INTERNATIONAL bank accounts, to other bank accounts whereonly MICHAEL KESTLER and/or NORA KESTLER were signors andhad control and/or into other for profit entitiescontrolled by KESTLER and/or paying for personal expenseswith non profit funding, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others;     (F) Extorting and then diverting funds from the sale ofvarious CSN INTERNATIONAL owned radio stations (equipmentand licenses), and/or real property sales, including butnot limited to those areas of New York, Montana, Virginia,by KESTLER’S refusal to allow the sale of said CSN ownedstations (which sales proceeds were desperately needed inorder to keep CSN solvent), and placing the proceeds fromthose sales into unauthorized CSN bank accounts located inTwin Falls, rather than the CSN’S Santa Ana accounts wherethey rightfully belonged; and then further diverting thosefunds into bank accounts for which KESTLER and/or N.KESTLER had dominion and control, as advised by CSNcounsel, F. WALKER and TEPPER and carried out by KESTLERand N. KESTLER, either personally, or through theirdirection given to others;//// (G) Making the unauthorized use of those diverted CSN funds,and/or laundering, and/or improperly spending those fundsfor either personal gain, such as an unauthorized personal
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retirement account in the amount of $60,000.00 to$150,000.00; and also to benefit individuals in violationof non-profit exempt regulations, to create ‘sham’ loans,or improper ‘gifts’, and/or to benefit other for-profitentities such as ESI; other and non-profit entities suchas CBI, in which KESTLER either has a personal interest,owns, and/or controls, and thus generating and fosteringnumerous business relationships in conflict with CSN; andcausing CSN to become cash flow poor, which has lead to aloss of licenses, broadcasting territory and/or coveragearea because of its inability to build stations for whichpermits have been issued, as advised by CSN counsel, F.WALKER and carried out by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, eitherpersonally, or through their direction given to others; (H) Improperly manipulating the CSN corporate books to thebenefit of KESTLER and/or individuals or entities underhis dominion and control, including but not limited tocoding “gifts” to entities in which KESTLER had a personalinterest, instead of “loans”; and using CSN corporatefunds for either personal gain, or to benefit other profitand non-profit entities, KESTLER either owns or controls,as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried out byKESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others;(I) A failure on the part of TWIN FALLS employees to providethe financial documentation, including but not limited tothe disclosure of all CSN, or TWIN FALLS/CSN related,
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banking accounts, providing bank statements, paid checks,accounting ledgers, accounts receivable, accounts payable,etc., as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried outby KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others, in order to hide,disguise, or delay the Cross-Complainants ultimatediscovery of KESTLER, N. KESTLER and TWIN FALLSembezzlement practices;(J) Diverting CSN monies through CBI to ostensibly purchasetelevison stations on behalf of CSN, which was laterdetermined went into the name of other companies, asadvised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried out byKESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others, but said televisionstations were only intended for use to further KESTLER’Sown personal staging exhibitions to lure women intowatching him on television in hopes of fosteringadditional illicit relationships with them at some pointin the future;(K) Soliciting donations in the name of CSN over the airwaves,during TEMA (To Every Man an Answer) broadcasts, hosted byKESTLER, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carriedout by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, orthrough their direction given to others, and then afterreceiving these CSN tax deductible gifts and donationsfrom listeners, which were properly made payable to CSNINTERNATIONAL, depositing said monies into the US BANK
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MMA, or other unauthorized accounts account improperlynamed CSN, so that said donations, and tax deductiblegifts would be more easily deposited and accessible forimproper use by KESTLER as herein alleged;(L) Diverting designated donations to US BANK MMA, and thennot using those monies as designated by the donors andthus, betraying donor confidence and violating IRS laws,as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried out byKESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others;(M) Running up CSN credit accounts to over a quarter milliondollars in order to cause a termination of their relationswith CSN to put them out of business; and/or using creditto reimburse KESTLER’S personal credit accounts with CSNfunds, for improper expenses that were not for, nor didthey relate to CSN business and/or any other CSN ministrypurpose, as advised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carriedout by KESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, orthrough their direction given to others, including but notlimited to charges at Victoria’s Secret, dinner,vacation/travel expenses, car parts, gas, airline tickets,personal ebay purchases/sales, food and lodging, at leastone gun, and cellular telephone calls made by KESTLER forthe purposes of initiating, foster and/or continuingextramarital affairs with various women; KESTLER thenpunishing those in the accounting department reporting thesame;
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     (N) Failing to utilize CSN receivables to pay translator towerrents, payroll and other CSN operating expenses in Idaho,and instead diverting said funds to personal or corporateaccounts over which KESTLER maintained dominion andcontrol, in order to intentionally cripple CSN and allowCross-Defendants to attempt to take control of CSN, asadvised by CSN counsel, F. WALKER and carried out byKESTLER and N. KESTLER, either personally, or throughtheir direction given to others; and(O) Using CSN paid employees, and their time as paid by CSN,to perform work for KESTLER’S personal private automobilerestoration business called “Mike’s Automotive” and makinguse of the funds diverted from CSN as alleged herein, topurchase materials, supplies and equipment for saidautomotive business; and/or for TWIN FALLS church orcorporate business, and/or to avoid conformity with EEOCand/or FCC rules and regulations, as advised by CSNcounsel, F. WALKER and carried out by KESTLER and N.KESTLER, either personally, or through their directiongiven to others.103. Cross-Defendants conduct indeed caused a disruption and loss of many of the contractual relations, current and renewable,to CSN INTERNATIONAL, and otherwise caused confusion, threats andcontention between and towards the numerous Programmers/Broadcasterscreating a serious breakdown in business relations of, and thereputation of CSN INTERNATIONAL.104. CSN INTERNATIONAL has suffered grave loss and damage 
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from the misconduct of Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F.WALKER, TEPPER and CBI, including but not limited to, the loss ofnumerous vital business relationships with Broadcasters, change incontrol over corporate assets and properties, loss of key employees,vendors, suppliers, and other key support individuals, companies andbusinesses who specialize in the field of Christian broadcasting,including those who do not want to be affiliated with an operationthat has demonstrated a lack of integrity in its leadership.  Saiddamage has caused CSN to revise it’s corporate budgeting projections,lower it’s building projects on new stations, causing a loss ofstations, coverage area, millions of potential new listeners, as wellas the revenue, gifts and donations generated therefrom, and saiddamages are estimated to have reached a sum to exceed milliondollars, or in an amount to be proven at trial.105. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendants KESTLER,N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPER and CBI was an intentional attempt todefraud, convert and transfer, by deceit or concealment, CSN businessassets and/or business relationships into the dominion and control ofKESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and/or CBI, with the intentionpermanently depriving CSN INTERNATIONAL of income, revenues,donations; contractual benefits, past, present and future; business,employee, independent contractor, programmer contractual and/orbusiness relationships; as well as diminish in value or convert thetangible property, or legal rights held by CSN, and was despicableconduct that subjected Cross-Complainants to a cruel and unjusthardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as to justify anaward of exemplary and punitive damages.
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106. Cross-Defendants, unless restrained will continue to interfere, disrupt and cause overall confusion and the break down ofall business relations that CSN INTERNATIONAL has attempted tomaintain with all current and prospective Programmers/Broadcasters, causing further great and irreparable harm or injuryfor which damages would not afford adequate relief, in that as areligious corporation, once prominent Pastors and/or churchesdetermine there is any flaw in the reputation of CSN, and/ormisappropriation or wrongful management of the same, will rarelyenter into any agreements, broadcasting or otherwise with such anentity, some such broadcasters have already terminated their previousrelationships with CSN and/or held back funds rightfully due to CSNbecause of this conflict.//////// EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION:APPOINTMENT OF PROVISIONAL DIRECTOR(S)Count One, on behalf of CSNJ. SMITH and CSN v. KESTLER107. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through106 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.108. Cross-Complainants J. SMITH and CSN allege and pleadthis cause in the alternative, as Cross-Complainants allege due tothe lapse of the LMA as alleged herein above, the First Cause of
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Action for DECLARATORY RELIEF, that J. SMITH is the sole remainingdirector of CSN INTERNATIONAL and that in his rightful position asthe only remaining Board Member of CSN, J. SMITH on behalf of CSN andin accordance with its Bylaws (See Exhibit “B” attached hereto), hasalready either re-appointed (Pastor Chuck Smith), and/or acknowledgedthe improper removal or failure to acknowledge the authority ofprevious Board Member John Laudadio.  Therefore, notwithstanding J.SMITH and CSN’S allegation that the CSN Board is not currently“deadlocked” having three (3) directors currently serving, J. SMITH,JOHN LAUDADIO and PASTOR CHUCK SMITH, should the Court findotherwise, Cross-Defendants allege this cause of action forAppointment of Provisional Director(s) to CSN.109.  Cross-Defendant KESTLER, continues to claim, actand represent himself as a Director of CSN INTERNATIONAL to allemployees, vendors, business entities, broadcasters, programmers,listeners, and any and all other individuals and entities.  110. Due to Cross-Defendant KESTLER wrongful representationsregarding his status a Director of CSN, and his continued refusal toacknowledge the LMA has lapsed, is not renewable, and thus hisposition as a Director has terminated; Cross-Complainant J. SMITH hasbeen forced to continue to communicate with, confer, confront andcontend with KESTLER over the various operations of CSNINTERNATIONAL.111. Cross-Complainant, J. SMITH, alleges that the wrongful,fraudulent, and improper conduct of Cross-Defendant KESTLER as hereinalleged in paragraphs, 27 (A-Z), 88 (A-R), 101(A-I) and 102(A-O),inclusive, has created a “deadlock” and ongoing contention between J.
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SMITH and KESTLER as alleged herein paragraphs 26 through 33,incorporated herein by reference, of the Board of Directors of CSNINTERNATIONAL.112. Unless the Court appoints provisional directors, or other appropriate relief is obtained, the deadlock between these two(2) directors will continue to prevent the corporation fromconducting business in the normal course thereof.113. CSN alleges that due to the various FCC guidelines andrestrictions related to Board “control” and the risk of loss oflicenses, applications, permits and MX’s to CSN in relation to thoseFCC restrictions, the proper appointment of Provisional Board Membersto CSN, in order to diminish and possibly eliminate any risk of lossof licenses, applications, permits and MX’S, would be the re-appointment and/or reinstatement re-acknowledgment of previous BoardMembers who have faithfully served on the Board of CSN, especiallyduring the time(s) such applications were made to the FCC. 114. Specifically, John Laudadio, C.P.A. having served previously both an Officer (Chief Financial Officer) and Director,and currently serving as an officer, Chief Financial Officer of CSN,has had previous experience in conducting the business of this CSN,is impartial, not a creditor of the corporation, and is not relatedby consanguinity or affinity within the third degree according to thecommon law to any of the present directors of the corporation, or toany present judge of the above-entitled court and is ready, willingand able to act as an appointed director pursuant to CaliforniaCorporations Code Section 308, if so appointed by the Court.115. Pastor Chuck Smith having served previously as both
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an Officer (President) and Director (Chairman of the Board), has hadprevious experience in conducting the business of this CSN. Moreover,CREATIVE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES (the predecessor non-profit corporationname of CSN), was incorporated by Paul Smith (brother of Pastor ChuckSmith), in 1987, and said non-profit was always intended to be apartof the numerous Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa, ministries and outreaches,and as such, should remain the same. Pastor Chuck Smith is ready,willing and able to act as an appointed Director pursuant toCalifornia Corporations Code Section 308, if so appointed by theCourt.////// EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION:APPOINTMENT OF PROVISIONAL DIRECTOR(S)Count Two, on behalf of TWIN FALLSJ. SMITH v. KESTLER and TWIN FALLS116.  Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through115 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.117. Cross-Complainant, J. SMITH is presently one of only two Directors serving on the Board of TWIN FALLS, Cross-DefendantKESTLER is the second such Director.118. KESTLER, through his attorney of record, DOUGLAS WERTH,ESQ., has filed a Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint, in theFifth Judicial District of Idaho, case number CV-06-413, entitledCALVARY CHAPEL OF TWIN FALLS and MICHAEL R. KESTLER, director,
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against Defendant THE WORD FOR TODAY.119. Although TWIN FALLS is an Idaho non-profit corporation, Cross-Complainants allege that the Court hasjurisdiction over a determination and appointment of a provisionalDirector of this matter, since J. SMITH the second board member ofTWIN FALLS, never authorized the bringing of this suit; andnotwithstanding the Counterclaim/Third Party Complaint, KESTLER madethe choice of first filing suit the County of Orange, State ofCalifornia in this matter.////// 120. Notwithstanding, due to the inextricably intertwinedconduct of KESTLER and J. SMITH in relation to their service on boththe CSN and TWIN FALLS Boards during the term of the LMA, and relatedto J. SMITH and his service on the TWIN FALLS board during timesthereafter to the present, as well as the likelihood of inconsistentrulings in findings of fact and conclusions of law, should the matterbe heard in a second forum, Cross-Complainants allege this Court hasjurisdiction over this controversy and allege as follows:121. Cross-Complainant, J. SMITH, and Cross Defendant, KESTLER, each owe a fiduciary duty to TWIN FALLS, to assure itsproper and continued functioning as a Church and a translatorbroadcast network, as well as overseeing the maintenance and carryingout of its tax exempt status and other tax exempt corporateobjectives.  122. Cross-Complainant, J. SMITH, alleges that the wrongful,
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fraudulent and improper conduct of Cross-Defendant KESTLER as hereinalleged in paragraph 108 and those referred to and incorporatedtherein, inclusive, has created a “deadlock” and ongoing contentionbetween J. SMITH and KESTLER as alleged herein paragraphs 26 through33, incorporated herein by reference, of the Board of Directors ofTWIN FALLS.123. Unless the Court appoints provisional directors forTWIN FALLS, or other appropriate relief is obtained, the deadlockbetween these two (2) directors will continue to prevent thecorporation from conducting business in the normal course thereof.124. As such, Director J. SMITH, on behalf of TWIN FALLShas the authority to request that the Court appoint an ProvisionalDirector for TWIN FALLS, an individual with previous experience inconducting non-profit corporate business, who is impartial, not acreditor of the corporation, and is not related by consanguinity oraffinity within the third degree according to the common law to anyof the present directors of the corporation, or to any present judgeof the above-entitled court and who is ready, willing and able to actas an appointed director, if so appointed by the Court.NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION:REMOVAL OF DIRECTORCount One on Behalf of CSNCSN and J. SMITH v. KESTLER125.  Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through124 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.126. Cross-Complainant J. SMITH alleges that due to the
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lapse and resulting termination of the LMA as alleged herein above,the First Cause of Action for DECLARATORY RELIEF, that J. SMITH isthe sole remaining director of CSN INTERNATIONAL. 127. Cross-Complainants J. SMITH and CSN allege and pleadthis cause in the alternative, as Cross-Complainants allege due tothe lapse of the LMA as alleged herein above, the First Cause ofAction for DECLARATORY RELIEF, that J. SMITH is the sole remainingdirector of CSN INTERNATIONAL, as per termination of the LMA, KESTLERhad a duty to “immediately” remove himself from the CSN Board.  Assuch, J. SMITH alleges that in his rightful position as the onlyremaining Board Member of CSN, J. SMITH on behalf of CSN and inaccordance with its Bylaws, has already either re-appointed (PastorChuck Smith), and/or acknowledged the improper removal or failure toacknowledge the authority of previous Board Member John Laudadio. Therefore, removal of KESTLER as a Board Member of CSN has alreadyoccurred per the terms of the LMA which has since terminated (whichallowed for KESTLER’S appointment in the first place), despiteKESTLER’S protests to the contrary.128.  On or about April 2006, the Board of CSN officiallyand formally acknowledge the termination of the LMA and formallyremoved KESTLER as an Officer of CSN, while confirming the officialCSN corporate position that the LMA had terminated/expired.  129. The Board of CSN further found that should a Court of law find otherwise, the CSN Board found that KESTLER’S conduct asalleged herein this Cross-Complaint would constitute good cause, perthe CSN Bylaws, provision 2.07(D)(E)(F) (See Exhibit “B” attachedhereto), for his termination as both an Officer and/or a Director of
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CSN, as such, Cross-Defendants allege this cause of action forRemoval of Director as follows:130. Notwithstanding the above allegations, Cross-DefendantKESTLER, now and at all times mentioned here in, continues to claim,act and represent himself as both a Director and Officer of CSN toall employees, vendors, business entities, broadcasters, programmers,listeners, and any and all other individuals and entities.  131. Due to Cross-Defendant KESTLER wrongful representationsregarding his status as a Director of CSN INTERNATIONAL, and hiscontinued refusal to acknowledge the LMA has lapsed, is notrenewable, that no additional instrument has ever been executedbetween the parties which would have continued the LMA relationship,and thus his position as a Director has terminated; Cross-ComplainantJ. SMITH has been forced not only to continue to communicate with,confer, confront and contend with KESTLER over the various operationsof CSN INTERNATIONAL, but to bring this cause of action pursuant toCalifornia Corporations Code Section 9223(a), on behalf of CSN and J.SMITH (as a Director), for KESTLER’S removal.132. Cross-Complainants, J. SMITH and CSN, allege that the wrongful, fraudulent, and improper actions, gross abuse of discretionand authority, and blatant failure to fulfill his duties andobligations of Cross-Defendant KESTLER, as herein alleged inparagraph 111 and those incorporated therein, inclusive has seriouslydamaged CSN INTERNATIONAL as herein alleged; and the ongoingcontention between J. SMITH and KESTLER as alleged herein paragraphs26 through 33, incorporated herein by reference, of the Board ofDirectors of CSN INTERNATIONAL, has caused interference with
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Corporate business, and arguably forced a “deadlock” as KESTLERblatantly disregards and refuses to acknowledge both the terminationof the LMA and his sinful conduct which would cause him to no longerbe suitable for service to CSN in any capacity whatsoever.  KESTLER’Scontinued flagrant disregard for these facts, has made it impossiblefor the Board of CSN to conduct corporate business, further its non-profit tax exempt objectives, without the intentional interference byKESTLER, which include his fraudulent, wrongful and dilatory actions,but which acts constitute good cause for removal from this religiouscorporation.   NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION:REMOVAL OF DIRECTORCount Two on Behalf of TWIN FALLSJ. SMITH v. KESTLER and TWIN FALLS133. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through132 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.134. Cross-Complainant J. SMITH, refers to and incorporatesherein by reference each and every allegation contained in paragraph108 and those paragraphs referred to therein, inclusive, as thoughthe same were fully set out at this point.  135. Cross-Complainant, J. SMITH, alleges that the wrongful,fraudulent, and improper actions, gross abuse of discretion andauthority, and blatant failure to fulfill his duties and obligationsof Cross-Defendant KESTLER, as herein alleged in paragraphs, 27 (A-G), 88 (A-R), 101(A-I) and 102(A-O), has seriously damaged TWIN FALLSas herein alleged; and the ongoing contention between J. SMITH and
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KESTLER as alleged herein paragraphs 26 through 33, incorporatedherein by reference, of the Board of Directors of TWIN FALLS, hascaused a “deadlock” which has made it impossible for the Board totake a vote on the removal of KESTLER due to these fraudulent,wrongful and dilatory actions, but which acts constitute good causefor such removal.  Cross-Complainants pray for said removal to beordered in compliance with FCC regulations, in order to avoid placingany additional risk of loss to CSN INTERNATIONAL. 136. As such, Director J. SMITH, on behalf of TWIN FALLShas the authority to request that the Court remove Cross-DefendantKESTLER as a Director for TWIN FALLS, and in accordance with CountTwo of the Eighth Cause of Action above, appoint other individualswith previous experience in conducting non-profit corporate business,who are impartial, not a creditor of the corporation, and is notrelated by consanguinity or affinity within the third degreeaccording to the common law to any of the present directors of thecorporation, or to any present judge of the above-entitled court andwho is ready, willing and able to act as an appointed director, if soappointed by the Court.TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION:PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIONCSN v. KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F. WALKER, TEPPER, TWIN FALLS, CBI137. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through136 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.138. CSN INTERNATIONAL is the owner of a nationwide religious broadcasting network operating with assets estimated to
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reach a value in the hundreds of millions of dollars.  Cross-Complainants incorporate paragraphs, 27 (A-Z), 41 through 49, 51through 58, 88 (A-R), 101(A-I), 102(A-O), 152(A-Z), 164(A-M), 166through 173, and 175 through 181, inclusive, by reference just asthough the same were fully set forth at this point. 139. Cross-Defendants wrongful conduct,  including the conduct of diverting monies, revenues (KESTLER and N. KESTLER) asadvised by F. WALKER; and converting or transferring licenses, FCCcontact information for CSN owned assets (KESTLER and N. KESTLER) asadvised by TEPPER, unless and until enjoined and restrained by orderof this court, this continued legal counsel by F. WALKER and TEPPER,and resulting wrongful conduct of KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS,and CBI, will cause great and irreparable injury to CSN, in the lossdonations, revenues and assets, loss of reputation, loss of numerousvital business relationships with Broadcasters, vendors, andbusinesses who specialize in the field of Christian broadcasting,including those who do not want to be affiliated with an operationthat has demonstrated a lack of integrity in its leadership; the lossof millions of listeners, and potential new listeners of the networkbroadcasts; as well as the termination, loss of, or failure to renew,FCC licenses, permits and applications which could never beadequately cured. 140. Cross-Complainant has no adequate remedy at law for theinjuries currently being suffered, as well as those expected to besuffered in the future, as there is no adequate remedy at law thatcan restore FCC licenses, permits, grants, which are valuable assetsthat could potentially be lost, restricted or removed by the FCC
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and/or replace or rebuild any of the CSN broadcast stations thatcould potentially be shut down or sanctioned by the FCC.141. It would be impossible for Cross-Complainants to determine the precise amount of damage it will suffer if Cross-Defendant’s conduct is not restrained or if Cross-Complainant will beforced to institute a multiplicity of suits in order to obtainadequate relief or compensation for it’s injuries. 142. Todate, CSN has suffered grave loss and damage from the misconduct of Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER, F.WALKER, TEPPER, TWIN FALLS and CBI, including but not limited to, theloss of numerous vital business relationships with Broadcasters, keyemployees, vendors, suppliers, and other individuals, companies andbusinesses who specialize in the field of Christian broadcasting,including those who do not want to be affiliated with an operationthat has demonstrated a lack of integrity in its leadership.  Saiddamage has caused CSN to revise it’s corporate budgeting projections,lower it’s building projects on new stations, thus losing millions ofpotential new listeners and the revenue, gifts and donationsgenerated therefrom, and said damages are estimated to have reached asum to exceed Fifty (50) Million dollars, or in an amount to beproven at trial.143. Cross-Complainants will be further damaged in like manner so long as Cross-Defendants conduct continues.  The fullamount of this damage is not now known to Cross-Complainants at thistime but Cross-Complainants reserve the right to amend this Cross-Complainant once ascertained.ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION:
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LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Negligent Advice to ClientCount OneCSN V. F. WALKER144.  Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through143 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.145. Cross-Defendant, F. WALKER, was and at all timesmentioned herein is, a practicing attorney, admitted to the State Barof Idaho, and practicing in the City of Boise, State of Idaho; andwas the brother of Cross-Defendant N. KESTLER and the brother-in-lawof Cross-Defendant KESTLER.146. Commencing on or about April 1996, up to the date of filing this Cross-Complaint, F. WALKER was retained and has been paidon a continual monthly basis, in the thousands and thousands ofdollars, for providing legal advice and services to Cross-Complainant, CSN INTERNATIONAL.147. Specifically, F. WALKER provided legal advice to CSN in the areas of corporate formation and maintenance, appointment ofofficers/directors, corporate amendments, resolutions, minutes; maderecommendations regarding partnerships; drafted and reviewed CSNINTERNATIONAL contracts, Programmer Agreements and the other varioustransactions entered into by CSN with broadcasters, television andradio stations, vendors and other business entities; over sawcorporate finances and account/ledger maintenance; gave legal counselwith regard to compliance with IRS regulations as related to non-profit finances; employee disputes and grievances, including advicewith regard to the sexual harassment suit pending against CSN,
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brought by POLLITT; and interfaced with and made recommendations anddecisions on behalf of CSN, with FCC counsel TEPPER with regard toFCC compliance, license, permit, applications and other amendedfilings with the FCC, on behalf of CSN.148. In providing said legal advice and services, F. WALKER entered into a fiduciary relationship with CSN, and owing to it aduty of care to provide that legal advice and those legal serviceswith the skill, prudence and diligence of similarly situated lawyerswith the ordinary skill and capacity commonly possessed andexercised. 149. Pursuant to such representation, in rendering legal services to CSN, F. WALKER engaged in numerous telephoneconversations with J. SMITH, KESTLER and TEPPER, and wrote numerousitems of communication, correspondence, emails, contracts,amendments, and other memorandum, which provided legal advice and/orcounsel and presented legal contractual agreements, includingproviding legal counsel and direction with regard to the sale ofvarious CSN owned radio stations to Cross-Complainant J. SMITH,President of CSN.////// 150. In addition, with such personal knowledge of CSNcorporate information in hand, F. WALKER, contacted, conferred andconveyed CSN’S “confidential” “attorney-client privileged”information, in violation of CSN’S confidences, including but notlimited to information regarding the status of CSN’S finances,
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transactions, pending agreements, status of FCC applications,licenses, permits and MX’s, and other vital confidential corporateinformation unavailable to any one outside of those having afiduciary relationship with CSN, and F. WALKER conveyed thisinformation to his brother, LLOYD WALKER, who then was givenpermission by CSN to review all corporate financial books and recordscontained in the Santa Ana, California offices, on or about in August2005; and then subsequent thereto, F. WALKER’S brother LLOYD WALKER,now represents Cross-Defendant KESTLER, Pro Hac Vice, in this actionagainst CSN, the use of such conveyed information presenting ablatant conflict of interest to CSN as well as resulting damage.   151. In rendering the legal services, advice,recommendations, agreements and writings on behalf of CSN; and whileproviding the legal advice and recommendations to the opposition inthis matter, F. WALKER, as alleged in paragraphs 46(B), 101(A-I),102(A-O) and 145 through 155, inclusive, incorporated herein byreference as if fully set forth, in direct conflict with CSN, failedto exercise the reasonable care and skill and either negligently,recklessly and/or deceitfully advised Cross-Complainant.// 152. In addition to above, F. WALKER, in blatant personal and professional conflict of interest, intentionally misadvised,misled, and/or failed to properly and fully advise, counsel  and/ordisclose to President J. SMITH, in order that he could benefit hisown family members by assisting KESTLER in transferring dominion andcontrol of CSN as a legal entity, as well as all of the CSN’Smillions of dollars of assets to Idaho, where KESTLER and N. KESTLER
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(F. WALKER’S sister) could exercise dominion and control, in orderthat they may all (KESTLER, N. KESTLER, and F. WALKER) reappersonally, the benefits of said control.  In so doing F. WALKERprovided legal counsel to CSN, in the following ways:(A) Offering legal advice to CSN’S President, J. SMITHthat the LMA had not terminated (despite its terms tothe contrary), and then characterizing J. SMITH’Srevelation regarding the fact KESTLER was therefore,terminated from the Board of CSN to be “absurd”; yet,in the same breath,(B) Drafting and presenting an AMENDED LOCAL MARKETINGAGREEMENT to J. SMITH to execute, without fully andproperly advising him that the original LMA hadactually terminated according to its terms; noradvising J. SMITH that said AMENDMENT would haveeffectively “cured” the actual termination of the LMAand continued the LMA relationship between theparties (as a written ‘instrument’ was required bythe terms of the LMA);(C) While representing the improper legal position thatKESTLER/TWIN FALLS and J. SMITH/CSN (the parties tothe LMA), were still operating under the LMA, despitethe fact that J. SMITH refused to sign the AMENDMENT;and despite the fact the LMA required KESTLER’Simmediate removal once terminated; and despite thefact the LMA (even if in effect as represented), hadabsolutely no terminology that would give KESTLER
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control over any of CSN’S assets or station salesproceeds; F. WALKER legally represented, allowed,encouraged and ratified KESTLER’S position andparticipation as a Director of CSN, at all timesmentioned herein, including but not limited to timesduring the sale of various CSN owned radio stations,advising J. SMITH and others, that KESTLER shouldsign on the sales and escrow documents and that aportion of proceeds from those sales shouldrightfully be placed into bank accounts over whichKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER (F. WALKER’S sister), hadcontrol; and as a result, KESTLER and/or N. KESTLER,received over three (3) million dollars in CSNbroadcast station sales proceeds, which funds havesince been diverted into other accounts controlled byKESTLER and/or N. KESTLER, and are thus unavailablefor proper CSN corporate use;// (D) Wrongfully advising and misrepresenting to thePresident of CSN, J. SMITH, that “legally” CSN neededalso to be incorporated in Idaho; and by thendrafting Articles of Incorporation to that effectwhich upon a winding up, left all CSN assets uponwind up, to TWIN FALLS (CSN’S opposing party to theLMA!); and then by then advising that a subsequentmerger between the Idaho CSN and California CSN wouldbe “legally” necessary; and that the merged
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corporation would properly be domiciled in Idaho; allin order that F. WALKER’S brother-in-law, KESTLER andhis sister N. KESTLER, would gain full control overCSN and all of its millions and millions of dollarsof assets and income; (E) Acted under the false and fraudulent pretense as“uninterested” and not acting in “conflict” asCounsel for CSN, in negotiating a split of the all ofthe assets held by CSN between J. SMITH/CSN andKESTLER/TWIN FALLS, including the sale proceeds ofvarious CSN owned broadcast stations, when and whilesuch asset splitting and/or sales proceeds sharingwas not required by law, was not required per the LMA(which F. WALKER claimed was still in effect), andwhile said transactions were in direct conflict tothe best interests of CSN, and only served tofinancially benefit KESTLER (F. WALKER’S brother-in-law), personally and/or N. KESTLER and F. WALKER,indirectly;(F) Ratifying and/or assisting in the improper,unauthorized change of address maneuvers by KESTLER,causing grave losses to CSN through KESTLER’Sdiversion of monies, revenues, donations, programmerfees, origination fees, into CSN accounts held TwinFalls (which should have been closed long ago per theexpired LMA), but which were controlled by F.WALKER’S brother-in-law Plaintiff, KESTLER;
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(G) Despite knowing and admitting that KESTLER and N.KESTLER improperly removed Thirty Thousand Dollars($30,000.00) from a CSN bank account upon which on J.SMITH was the only signor, F. WALKER failed to takeany action whatsoever to correct the misdeed(embezzlement), or have the monies returned to aproper CSN bank account;(H) By failing to properly address, advise and/or correctthe fact that monies paid from CSN and/or THE WORDFOR TODAY, were given by KESTLER to the non-profitCBI television station; and then presenting a legalposition on behalf of CSN, that those monies did notcreate any interest to CSN in the CBI televisionstation (for which KESTLER was President and Chairmanof the Board), despite the fact the CSN monies weregiven exclusively in order to obtain such aninterest; and rather took the legal position that CSNhad no interest in CBI, that KESTLER (and N. KESTLERindirectly) solely and rightfully controlled CBI;  (I) Failing to properly address, advise and correct there-routing and/or re-issuance of broadcast revenuesand donations made payable to CSN, which KESTLERdemanded be reissued so that he could deposit andtake control of said donations into bank accounts onwhich he or N. KESTLER were signors; (J) By conspiring to defraud CSN as alleged in the SecondCause of Action to this Cross-Complaint, including
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but not limited to those allegations contained inparagraph 46(B) supra, as if set forth in full atthis point;(K) By advising CSN, J. SMITH and others, that withregard to KESTLER’S sexual immorality issues as theyrelated to the damage of the corporation, that F.WALKER could “beat” the POLLITT charges on behalf ofboth KESTLER and CSN, and thus, contrary to the “bestinterests” of CSN, F. WALKER advised that CSN shouldtake no immediate action to resolve;(L) By advising CSN to perform an internal investigationwith regard to the POLLITT sexual harassmentaccusations; yet, stating that he [F. WALKER] “woulddo it himself but it was a little too close to home”,F. WALKER instead recommended that a partner in hisfirm, the same firm in which he worked, to conductthis investigation, in a blatant conflict of interest(recommending someone from his own firm), which wasnot in the best interests of CSN;(M) While working in conjunction with TEPPER draftingand/or completing and then, failing to correctdocuments, which listed KESTLER as President,Director, or other positions at CSN, when he eithernever held those positions, or no longer did, inorder to gain control or leverage in variouscorporate transactions, FCC filings, sales and othercorporate matters; and then used the existence of
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those improperly filed documents, to coerce andthreaten J. SMITH, that if he did not comply with theinformation placed on these documents (especiallyduring the CSN broadcast station sales), that CSNwould be in great risk of loss of valuable assetsand/or risk monetary sanctions and/or otherliabilities;(N) By failing to properly advise KESTLER or J. SMITHand/or the Board of Directors of CSN, as to the legaleffect and proper action required to be takenaccording to the terms of the CSN Bylaws with regardto KESTLER’S admitted sexually immoral conduct;(O) By failing to recommend and carry out KESTLER’Sremoval and/or resignation from his Director’sposition at CSN, at any time, either during or afterthe term of the LMA, because he had violated theBylaws, Section 2.07 (D)(E)(F); and instead,(P) By providing the legal recommendation that J. SMITHshould step down from his position as Director ofCSN, despite the fact that no where in the CSN Bylawswas there a provision which would provide for hisremoval;(Q) By improperly representing and ratifying therepresentation of KESTLER as the President of CSN andN. KESTLER as Secretary of CSN, when in fact neitherof them ever held such positions;(R) By trying to convince J. SMITH to allow or give
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KESTLER the office of President, and then taking theposition of CEO to J. SMITH, in order to give KESTLERfurther improper and unwarranted control over CSN;(S) By advising CSN that, in violation of the Bylaws, atwo (2) man Board of Directors was proper; thenproviding improper legal advice to the CSN Boardabout the removal of a third Director; and theimproperly motioning the Board to remove thatdirector (Joe Dyer), based on his own faulty legaladvice; which eventually resulted in ligation beingfiled by KESTLER against CSN wherein KESTLER claimsthe CSN Board is “deadlocked”;(T) By presenting a pretense to J. SMITH of acknowledgingKESTLER’S improper sexual behavior and that suchbehavior was damaging to CSN, but all the whiletaking no action to correct the problem by removingKESTLER as an officer of CSN; and instead pretendingthat neither KESTLER nor N. KESTLER were interestedin forcing J. SMITH out of the CSN organization andtaking over themselves;(U) By conferring solely and exclusively with, and takingunilateral direction as to CSN business from, hisbrother-in-law KESTLER, to the blatant exclusion ofthe President and Chairman of the Board, J. SMITH;while such conferring and direction was in conflictof interest to CSN and in blatant disregard of thebest interests of CSN, and continues to the date of
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filing this Cross-Complaint;(V) By wholly failing to take the action necessary toresolve the rising conflicts and issues at CSN; norvoluntarily stepping down from his Corporate Counselposition at CSN when he himself knew, admitted, andwas obviously taking action, or failing to takeaction in conflict of interest to CSN; in blatantviolation of the Professional Code of Ethics, StateBar of Idaho;(W) By using and publicizing documents received inconfidence, despite promises made to do so in orderto give KESTLER and advantage over CSN and THE WORDFOR TODAY;(X) By supporting and encouraging the informal audit byKESTLER, N. KESTLER and LLOYD WALKER of all CSNFinancial documents maintained in the CSN Santa AnaCalifornia corporate offices, all the while knowingthat F. WALKER’S brother LLOYD WALKER had intended touse those documents against CSN in this pendinglawsuit;(Y) By providing faulty legal advice and/or ratificationof the past faulty legal advise F. WALKER had given,causing KESTLER to initiate the present litigationbrought against CSN, including the legalrecommendation and attempt to place CSN intoreceivership, all to the damage of CSN; and(Z) After F. WALKER encouraged the filing of this suit
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KESTLER against CSN, and after President, J. SMITHtook action to fire F. WALKER, he has and continuesto be rebellious, refusing to terminate hisinterference in CSN related business, despite theblatant conflict of interest presented in violationof the Professional Code of Ethics, State Bar ofIdaho.153. For years CSN, through its President and Chairman of the Board of Directors, J. SMITH, relied on the legal advice andcounsel rendered by F. WALKER; having no idea whatsoever, that F.WALKER would use his intimate knowledge of the internal operationsand workings of CSN INTERNATIONAL, including his intimate knowledgeof both its strength and weaknesses, and then use that information,in violation of his fiduciary duty to CSN INTERNATIONAL, in aconspiracy as alleged in the SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION herein, and inencouraging KESTLER to bring suit against CSN, as well as inproviding adversarial advice to his relatives LLOYD WALKER, Pro HacVice on behalf of KESTLER in this action; and to his sister, N.KESTLER (sister), as to the most effective means by which to removeJ. SMITH from CSN and take total and complete control of all CSN’Smillions and millions of dollars of assets for their own personalbenefit.154.  At the point of KESTLER’S filing his Complaint in thismatter, and at times previous as expressed by alternate counsel hiredby J. SMITH, J. SMITH came to the realization that for numerous yearsgone by, he had and was being been deceived by both F. WALKER andTEPPER, as they were secretly conferring and advising and functioning
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either unilaterally, and/or under the express direction of KESTLER,without the knowledge or consent of J. SMITH, or on their own behalfin advancing KESTLER’S attempts to obtain, convert and transfer allof CSN’S assets and income, to the dominion and control of KESTLER,N. KESTLER and/or those entities controlled by KESTLER, such as TWINFALLS and CBI, and others.//// 155. As a proximate cause and result of such negligenceand/or reckless advice, CSN, has suffered grave loss and damage,including but not limited to the loss control of millions of dollarsin CSN sales proceeds; loss of donations, revenues and other vitalbusiness income and assets; and the loss of reputation, relationshipswith Broadcasters, key employees, vendors, suppliers, and otherindividuals, companies and businesses who specialize in the field ofChristian broadcasting, including those who do not want to beaffiliated with an operation that has demonstrated a lack ofintegrity in its leadership.  Said damage has caused CSN to reviseit’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’s building projects onnew stations, jeopardized it’s FCC licenses, caused loss of millionsof potential new listeners and the revenue, gifts and donationsgenerated therefrom, and said damages are estimated to have reached asum to exceed millions dollars, or in an amount to be proven attrial.     ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION:LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Negligent Advice to ClientCount Two
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CSN V. TEPPER156. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through155 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.//// 157. Cross-Defendant, TEPPER, was and at all timesmentioned herein is, a practicing attorney, admitted to the State Barof Maryland, and practicing in the City of Bethesda, State ofMaryland.158. Commencing on or about August 1997, up to the date of filing this Cross-Complaint, TEPPER was retained and has beenpaid on a continual monthly basis, thousands and thousands ofdollars, for providing legal advice and services to Cross-Complainant, CSN INTERNATIONAL.159. Specifically, TEPPER provided legal advice and legal services to CSN, as an Attorney specializing in all corporate andlegal matters related to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),including but not limited to legal advice regarding the filing ofapplications, original, amended and otherwise with the FCC; theobtaining, holding and maintenance of FCC broadcast licenses,construction permits, applications, MX’S, including but not limitedto, providing legal counsel on related deadlines for buildingbroadcast stations, adherence to FCC regulations for maintainingbroadcast stations, and defending complaints filed against CSN ownedstations; drafting and providing legal advise on CSN broadcaststation sales agreements, amendments, and addendums; providing legal
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advice related to FCC regulations in regards to CSN financial issues,including at least one $300,000. debt circumvention; advise regardingFCC compliance with regard to CSN employee/independent contractorissues; as well as conferring with corporate counsel F. WALKERregarding various corporate formation, maintenance, financial,contractual, control and ownership interests on behalf of CSN.160. In providing said legal advice and services, TEPPER entered into a fiduciary relationship with CSN, owing to it a duty ofcare to provide that legal advice and those legal services with theskill, prudence and diligence of similarly situated lawyers with theordinary skill and capacity commonly possessed and exercised. 161. Pursuant to such representation, and while rendering legal services to CSN, TEPPER engaged in numerous telephoneconversations with J. SMITH, KESTLER and F. WALKER, drafted,interpreted and provided legal advice on broadcast agreements,broadcast sales contracts, addendums and amendments, and escrowinstructions; drafted, reviewed, interpreted, authorized and/orrecommended the execution of various CSN legal agreements; wrotenumerous items of communication, emails and correspondence, in whichhe rendered his legal opinion(s); filed numerous documents with theFCC which, inter alia, identified and provided CSN corporateinformation to the FCC, including but not limited to theidentification of corporate officers and directors, as well ascorporate mailing address, and other corporate contact information;and provided other types of legal advice and/or related legal counselto CSN on various corporate and/or contract matters and their effecton CSN corporate assets regulated by the FCC.
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////// 162.  Having such intimate personal knowledge of CSN’Sinternal corporate structure, workings and operations in hand,TEPPER, contacted, conferred, conveyed and conspired while discussingCSN’S confidential information during numerous contacts with KESTLERand/or F. WALKER, and others, to the intentional exclusion of J.SMITH (CSN’S President and Chairman of the Board), both in violationof CSN’S Board Policies, and in order to secretly conspire to usurpthe authority vested in J. SMITH, including but not limited to thediscussion of transactions and corporate information related to thestatus of CSN’S finances, transactions, pending agreements, status ofFCC applications and amendments thereto, licenses, permits and MX’s;the improper, unauthorized, changing of “control” informationcontained on FCC filings, such as corporate address and/or theidentification of corporate officers and/or directors, from J.SMITH’S offices to KESTLER’S offices; as well discussions regardingother vital confidential corporate information in order to accomplisha total transfer of control of CSN’S millions of dollars of assets,from CSN’S Santa Ana, California offices to Twin Falls, Idaho, sothat KESTLER could exercise dominion and control over said assets. 163. In rendering the legal advice and recommendations, and while providing legal services to CSN, TEPPER, as alleged inparagraphs 46(C), 101(A-I), 102(A-O) and 157 through 167, inclusive,incorporated herein by reference as if fully set forth, while actingin direct conflict with CSN, failed to exercise the reasonable care
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and skill and negligently, recklessly and/or deceitfully, renderedlegal advice and services to CSN, through its President and Chairmanof the Board of Directors, J. SMITH.164. In addition to above, TEPPER, misadvised, mislead, and/or failed to properly and fully advise and/or disclose toPresident J. SMITH, and took action as follows:(A) During periods when the LMA between CSN and TWIN FALLS hadterminated, TEPPER failed to properly advise CSN as to howthat fact may have benefitted CSN and what action CSNcould or should take as a result.  Instead, TEPPER offeredvague and ambiguous direction with regard to the LMA(despite the LMA’S express terms to the contrary),suggesting that the parties were operating on a ‘month-to-month’ agreement, despite the fact he had not personallyresearched nor presented a review of Idaho law in thatregard; and in accord with F. WALKER, acted in concert toplace CSN corporate assets in control of KESTLER, who wasactually the “opposing” contracting party to the LMA;(B) Allowed, encouraged and ratified KESTLER’S participationas a Director (despite the LMA terms requiring hisimmediate removal once terminated), in the sale of variousCSN owned radio stations, providing legal advise thatKESTLER should sign on the sales documents and receiveover three (3) million dollars in CSN station salesproceeds, which were then transferred into bank accountscontrolled by KESTLER, which funds have since beendiverted into other unauthorized accounts controlled by
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KESTLER, and left unavailable for proper CSN corporateuse;(C) While working in conjunction with F. WALKER, TEPPERdrafted and/or completed numerous FCC documents andfilings intentionally using wrong and/or improperinformation, such as listing KESTLER as President,Director, and/or listing KESTLER as holding otherpositions at CSN, when KESTLER either never held thosepositions, or no longer held those positions; and whenconfronted, TEPPER then failed to correct those FCCfilings, all in order to assist KESTLER in gainingdominion and control of CSN corporate assets and/orleverage in various CSN broadcast station salestransactions, FCC filings, as well as other corporatematters; and then used the existence of those documentsimproperly filed by TEPPER, to coerce and threaten J.SMITH, that if he did not comply with and/or confirm theinformation placed on these documents (especially duringthe CSN broadcast station sales), that CSN would be ingreat risk of loss of valuable assets and/or risk monetarysanctions from the FCC and/or risk of other civilliabilities;(D) Used his personal knowledge of the dire financial straitsCSN was undergoing, to extract an enormous exorbitant“finders fee” from CSN for the sale of various broadcaststations, in addition to TEPPER’S collection of hisregular fees from CSN;
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(E) In acting as not only a dual agent (to the buyer andseller CSN) for various CSN broadcast station salestransactions; but also as the escrow agent, in saidtransactions, all the while providing his own self servinglegal advice and/or coerced and threatened J. SMITH asalleged above, in order to obtain escrow disbursementapproval from J. SMITH, which not only secured TEPPER’Sfinders fee, but failed to assure that the full amount ofany CSN sale proceeds were deposited into CSN’S Santa Ana,California bank accounts; but  instead authorized therelease and transfer of over $3,000,000. (three milliondollars) worth of CSN sales proceeds into bank accounts inwhich KESTLER controlled; while at the same timepresenting the faulty and questionable legal position thatKESTLER/TWIN FALLS and J. SMITH/CSN (the parties to theLMA), were still operating under the LMA; notwithstanding,the fact that the LMA had absolutely no terminology thatwould give KESTLER control over any of CSN’S assets orstation sales proceeds;(F) Represented both CSN and the Buyers in these CSN broadcaststation transactions, drafting sales agreements and actingas the escrow agent for said sales; without providing therequired full legal disclosures as to the effect of suchdual representation, without advising CSN to seek separatecounsel to review said agreements, and without firstobtaining a written waiver of conflict of interest fromCSN; including disregarding instructions that KESTLER,
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should not be allowed to receive CSN sales proceeds by thePresident of CSN; and then later providing faulty legaladvise to J. SMITH and the threat of litigation, andcoercing the execution of, and forcing the signing of, aCertification Statement, the content of which J. SMITHopposed, in order to close the sales transaction so thatTEPPER’S finders fee would be released;(G) Ratified KESTLER’S wrongful diversion funds from CSN (asalleged herein above in paragraph 27 (A-Z), and when CSNwas brought to a point of being without the workingcapitol necessary to operate, TEPPER then drafted personal loan documentation between KESTLER and CSN (whileacting in conflict of interest, without proper disclosuresor waiver); and in addition, ratified the loaning of moneyfrom KESTLER to CSN, while failing to take any action onbehalf of CSN, and/or failing to provide any proper legaladvice to stop KESTLER’S improper and illegal diversion ofCSN funds;(H) Failed to take any action on behalf of CSN, againstKESTLER or CBI when he discovered that KESTLER had beenpaying for various CBI expenses out of CSN monies, andratified or authorized the improper classification ofthese payments as “donations” rather than “loans”;(I) By conspiring to defraud CSN as alleged in the SecondCause of Action to this Cross-Complaint, including but notlimited to those allegations contained in paragraph 46(C)supra, as if set forth in full at this point;
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(J) By solely conferring with, and taking the unilateraldirection of KESTLER as to CSN’S FCC business, to theintentional exclusion of J. SMITH (President and Chairmanof the Board of CSN), all the while initiating theridicule and debasement of J. SMITH; and in fact, advisingothers employed by CSN to “disregard” instructionsreceived by J. SMITH;(K) Said faulty legal advice and/or ratification by TEPPER,emboldened KESTLER and thus, contributed to theinstigation for the present litigation brought againstCSN, to the damage of CSN; (L) By providing faulty legal advice and/or ratification ofthe past legal advise F. WALKER had given, causing KESTLERto initiate the present litigation brought against CSN,including the legal recommendation and attempt to placeCSN into receivership; and(M) Blatant and continued refusal to cease providing legalservices to CSN, from October 7, 2005, when fired byAttorney Steve Aarnoff, on behalf of J. SMITH; andcontinuing through April 2006, after the filing of thissuit by KESTLER against CSN, and after President, J. SMITHtook action to fire TEPPER for a second time; and to date,TEPPER continues to refuse to terminate his interferencein CSN related business and to send CSN’S files to CSN’SSanta Ana corporate offices, all  despite his gross andblatant conflict of interest.165. For years CSN INTERNATIONAL relied on such advice and 
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had no idea whatsoever that TEPPER would use his intimate knowledgeof the internal operations and workings of CSN INTERNATIONAL,including his intimate knowledge of both its strength and weaknesses,and then use that information, in violation of his fiduciary duty toCSN INTERNATIONAL, in a conspiracy and suit brought against CSN, aswell as in providing adversarial advice to KESTLER, on how to obtainfull and complete dominion and control over CSN INTERNATIONAL assetsfor his own personal benefit, the benefit of N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS,CBI and/or any other entities KESTLER controls.166. At the point of KESTLER’S filing his Complaint in thismatter, Cross-Complainant J. SMITH, came to the realization that fornumerous years gone by, he had and was being deceived by both F.WALKER and TEPPER, as they were secretly conferring and advising andfunctioning either unilaterally and/or under the express direction ofKESTLER, without the knowledge or consent of J. SMITH, or on theirown behalf in advancing KESTLER’S attempts to obtain, convert andtransfer all of CSN’S assets and income, to the dominion and controlof KESTLER, N. KESTLER and/or those entities controlled by KESTLER,such as TWIN FALLS and CBI, and others.//// 167. As a proximate cause and result of such negligence and/or reckless advice, CSN, has suffered grave loss and damage,including but not limited to the loss control of millions of dollarsin sales  proceeds; loss of donations, revenues and other vitalbusiness income and assets; and the loss of reputation, relationshipswith Broadcasters, key employees, vendors, suppliers, and other
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individuals, companies and businesses; and said damage has caused CSNto revise it’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’s buildingprojects on new stations, jeopardized it’s FCC licenses, caused lossof millions of potential new listeners and the revenue, gifts anddonations generated therefrom, and said damages are estimated to havereached a sum to exceed millions dollars, or in an amount to beproven at trial.               TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION:LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Representation of Adverse InterestsCount OneCSN V. F. WALKER168. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through167 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.
169. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference, specifically, each and every allegation related to F.WALKER’S actions and/or contribution to KESTLER’S actions as,contained in paragraphs 27 (A-Z), 46(B), 88 (A-R), 101(A-I), 102(A-O), and 145 through 155, inclusive, as if fully set forth at thispoint.170. At the same time Cross-Defendant F. WALKER, was representing CSN in the aforementioned matters, F. WALKER was alsorelated to Cross-Defendant N. KESTLER, by blood (brother); and Cross-Defendant KESTLER, by marriage (brother-in-law).171. F. WALKER conspired with KESTLER (as more specifically alleged herein the Second Cause of Action), in breach of his
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fiduciary duties to CSN, and in furthering interests adverse to CSN,to take control of CSN owned or licenced, assets, income, donations,revenues, and other valuable items of real and/or personal propertyand convert ownership and/or dominion and control of the same, intoKESTLER controlled banking accounts and/or corporate names, includingbut not limited to TWIN FALLS who was the opposing contracting partyper the LMA with CSN.172. The legal interests of CSN INTERNATIONAL and KESTLER were clearly adverse at the time of this blatant dual representationand no doubt at times both before, and certainly after, KESTLER filedthis suit against CSN in Orange County, California.173. Despite the fact that F. WALKER had been questioned onnumerous occasions by J. SMITH as to his loyalty to CSN, and F.WALKER assured and reassured J. SMITH that he was loyal to CSN; anddespite the fact F. WALKER was eventually fired by the President ofCSN, F. WALKER has failed and refused, and continues to fail andrefuse to acknowledge the conflict of interest and his representationof interests adverse to CSN, arguing it would take CSN BoardApproval, despite the fact they both knew that no such approval wouldbe forthcoming as F. WALKER was the very person providing improperlegal advice to J. SMITH, as well as advising KESTLER that he shouldinterfere with CSN corporate business, and continue to conducthimself as a Director of CSN, despite the terms of the LMA thatrequired his immediate removal upon termination.174. Despite the fact that F. WALKER never disclosed to J.SMITH that he had taken the side of his sister N. KESTLER andbrother-in-law KESTLER, and that he was, and for a long period of
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time had been, acting under the unilateral direction KESTLER, and forthe benefit of KESTLER, his sister N. KESTLER and for F. WALKER’S ownbenefit (allowing him to continue to receive payment for legalservices rendered); instead, in stark contrast, F. WALKER to the dateof filing this Cross-Complaint, maintains he has legal authority tocontinue to represent the interests of CSN, despite all of the aboveand the fact that F. WALKER has never disclosed, or informed orpresented CSN with a conflict of waiver release or agreement, thatwould allow F. WALKER to continue his representation of CSN, insteadF. WALKER operated in blatant disregard to the adverse legalinterests of (1) of CSN/SMITH vs. KESTLER/TWIN FALLS as representedin the LMA; and (2) KESTLER vs. CSN, after KESTLER filed this suitagainst CSN in Orange County, California; and (3) F. WALKER’Spersonal, familial interests, despite the fact said interests wereclearly adverse at all times mentioned herein, yet F. WALKERcontinues to date, to act in dual representation to the detriment ofCSN.// 175. As a proximate cause and result of the representation of such adverse interests CSN, has suffered grave loss and damage,including but not limited to the loss control of millions of dollarsin sales proceeds; loss of donations, revenues and other vitalbusiness income and assets; and the loss of reputation, relationshipswith Broadcasters, key employees, vendors, suppliers, and otherindividuals, companies and businesses who specialize in the field ofChristian broadcasting, including those who do not want to beaffiliated with an operation that has demonstrated a lack of
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integrity in its leadership.  Said damage has caused CSN to reviseit’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’s building projects onnew stations, jeopardized it’s FCC licenses, caused loss of millionsof potential new listeners and the revenue, gifts and donationsgenerated therefrom, and said damages are estimated to have reached asum to exceed millions dollars, or in an amount to be proven attrial.176. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendant F. WALKER, was and has been malicious and intentional, in his  attemptsto defraud, convert and transfer, by deceit or concealment, CSNbusiness assets and/or business relationships into the dominion andcontrol of KESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and/or CBI, with theintention of permanently depriving CSN of income, revenues,donations; contractual benefits, past, present and future; business,employee, independent contractor, programmer contractual and/orbusiness relationships; as well as diminish in value or convert thetangible property, and/or other legal rights held by CSN, and wasdespicable conduct that subjected Cross-Complainants to a cruel andunjust hardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as tojustify an award of exemplary and punitive damages and attorneys feesand costs, per the terms of the retainer agreement (if any), executedbetween KESTLER and F. WALKER, currently in the possession of Cross-Defendants.          TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION:LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Representation of Adverse InterestsCount TwoCSN V.  TEPPER
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177. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through176 above, as though the same were fully set out at this point.178. Cross-Complainant refers to and incorporates herein byreference, specifically, each and every allegation related toTEPPER’S actions and/or contribution to KESTLER’S actions as,contained in paragraphs 27 (A-Z), 46(C), 101(A-I), 102(A-O), 157 through 167, inclusive, above, as if fully set forth at this point.
179. At the same time Cross-Defendant TEPPER, was representingCSN in the aforementioned matters, he was conspiring with KESTLER (asmore specifically alleged herein the Second Cause of Action), inbreach of his fiduciary duties to CSN, and in furthering interestsadverse to CSN, to assist KESTLER in taking control of CSN owned orlicenced, assets, income, donations, revenues, and other valuableitems of real and/or personal property and convert ownership and/ordominion and control of the same, into KESTLER controlled bankingaccounts and/or corporate names, including but not limited to TWINFALLS who was the opposing contracting party per the LMA with CSN.180. In addition, TEPPER operated in blatant disregard to the adverse legal interests of (1) of CSN/SMITH vs.KESTLER/TWIN FALLS as represented in the LMA; (2) CSN vs. the variousBuyers that TEPPER also represented in the CSN sales transactions;and (3) KESTLER vs. CSN after, KESTLER filed this suit against CSN inOrange County, California, said interests were clearly adverse at alltimes mentioned herein, yet TEPPER continued to act dualrepresentation to the detriment of CSN.
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181.  Despite the fact TEPPER was eventually fired by the President of CSN, TEPPER has failed and refused, and continues tofail and refuse to acknowledge the conflict of interest and hisrepresentation of interests adverse to CSN, arguing it would take CSNBoard Approval, despite the fact both TEPPER and F. WALKER knew thatno such approval would be forthcoming as F. WALKER was the veryperson providing improper legal advice to KESTLER, that he shouldinterfere with CSN corporate business, fight and argue that KESTLERremained a Board Member.182. Despite the fact that TEPPER never disclosed to J.SMITH that he had taken the side of KESTLER and was acting under theunilateral direction KESTLER, and for the benefit of KESTLER, hissister N. KESTLER and for TEPPER’S own benefit (allowing him tocontinue to receive payment for legal services rendered); and instark contrast, TEPPER, to the date of filing this Cross-Complaintmaintains he has legal authority to continue to represent theinterests of CSN, despite the fact TEPPER has never disclosed, orinformed or presented CSN with a conflict of waiver release oragreement, that would allow TEPPER to continue his representation ofCSN. 183. As a proximate cause and result of the representation of such adverse interests CSN, has suffered grave loss and damage,including but not limited to the loss control of millions of dollarsin sales proceeds; loss of donations, revenues and other vitalbusiness income and assets; and the loss of reputation, relationshipswith Broadcasters, key employees, vendors, suppliers, and otherindividuals, companies and businesses who specialize in the field of
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Christian broadcasting, including those who do not want to beaffiliated with an operation that has demonstrated a lack ofintegrity in its leadership.  Said damage has caused CSN to reviseit’s corporate budgeting projections, lower it’s building projects onnew stations, jeopardized it’s FCC licenses, caused loss of millionsof potential new listeners and the revenue, gifts and donationsgenerated therefrom, and said damages are estimated to have reached asum to exceed millions dollars, or in an amount to be proven attrial.     184. The aforementioned conduct of Cross-Defendant TEPPER, was and has been malicious and intentional, in his attempts todefraud, convert and transfer, by deceit or concealment, CSN businessassets and/or business relationships into the dominion and control ofKESTLER, N. KESTLER, TWIN FALLS and/or CBI, with the intentionpermanently depriving CSN INTERNATIONAL of income, revenues,donations; contractual benefits, past, present and future; business,employee, independent contractor, programmer contractual and/orbusiness relationships; as well as diminish in value or convert thetangible property, or legal rights held by CSN, and was despicableconduct that subjected Cross-Complainants to a cruel and unjusthardship in conscious disregard of its rights, so as to justify anaward of exemplary and punitive damages and attorneys fees and costs,per the terms of the retainer agreement (if any), executed betweenKESTLER and F. WALKER, currently in the possession of Cross-Defendants.WHEREFORE CROSS-COMPLAINANTS PRAY FOR JUDGMENT AS FOLLOWS:FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: Declaratory Relief
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1. For a declaration that CSN be determined to hold various broadcasting assets, permits, applications, equipment, realand personal property, whether or not held in the name of CSN or TWINFALLS; a determination of legal effect of the LMA and any breachthereof by TWIN FALLS and KESTLER; a determination and identificationof the Board Members, Officers and Directors for CSN and TWIN FALLS;and a determination of damage to reputation and other monetarydamages related to the misconduct of KESTLER;2. For issuance of a temporary restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction, enjoining Cross-Defendants fromtaking any action to the further detriment of CSN;3. For damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 4. For costs of suit incurred herein; and5. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper.SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: Conspiracy to Defraud6. For general damages in the sum according to proof attrial;7. For compensatory damages in the sum according to proofat trial;8. For special damages in the sum according to proof at trial;  9. For punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishDefendants and deter others from engaging in similar misconduct;THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: Conversion10. The value of the property converted;11. For interest at the legal rate on the foregoing sum
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pursuant to Section 336 of the Civil Code, from date of conversion asdetermined at trial;12. For damages for the proximate and foreseeable loss resulting from Cross-Defendant’s conversion in an amount to be provenat trial;13. For damages for time and money properly expended inpursuit of the converted property in an amount to be proven at trial;14. For punitive and exemplary damages;15. For costs of suit herein incurred; and16. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;//FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION-- CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST, Count One, Fraud:17. For an order declaring that the Cross-Defendants hold therevenues, donations, monies, income, equipment, broadcast, satelliteand otherwise, licenses, permits, network stations, and othertangible items and/or real property held by Cross-Defendants, in atrust for Cross-Complainants;18. For an order compelling Cross-Defendants to transfer,convey, and/or pay to Cross-Complainants the monetary sums and/ortangible and real property, in the amount proven at trial;19. For an order preliminarily enjoining Cross-Defendants andtheir employees, agents, servants, representatives, and all personsacting under, in concert with, or for them, from continuing toostensibly conduct the business CSN INTERNATIONAL;20. For an accounting of all monies owed to Cross-Complainant;
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21. For damages in the amount of all monies found owing andall loss of use or conversion of broadcasting and satelliteequipment, licenses, permits, and other tangible items to Cross-Complainant;22. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION-- CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST, Count Two, Accounting:23. For an order declaring that the Cross-Defendants hold the revenues, donations, monies, income, equipment, broadcast,satellite and otherwise, licenses, permits, network stations, andother tangible items and/or real property held by Cross-Defendants,in a trust for Cross-Complainants;24. For an accounting of all monies owed and property owned byCross-Complainants; and for an order compelling Cross-Defendants totransfer, convey, and/or pay to Cross-Complainants the monetary sumsand/or tangible and real property, in the amount proven at trial;25. For an order preliminarily enjoining Cross-Defendants andtheir employees, agents, servants, representatives, and all personsacting under, in concert with, or for them, from continuing to:ostensibly conduct the business of CSN INTERNATIONAL; divertingdonations, revenues, receivables and other sources of monetary incomerightfully due to CSN; and for possessing and exercising dominion andcontrol over, the real and personal property of CSN INTERNATIONAL;26. For damages in the amount of all monies found owing toCross-Complainant;27. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish
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Cross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct; FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION--CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST, Count Three,  Violationof Trust:28. For an order declaring that Cross-Defendants hold the revenues, donations, monies, income, equipment, broadcast, satelliteand otherwise, licenses, permits, network stations, and othertangible items and/or real property held by Cross-Defendants, in atrust for Cross-Complainants;29. For an order compelling Cross-Defendants to transfer, convey, and/or pay to Cross-Complainants the monetary sums and/ortangible and real property, in the amount proven at trial;30. For an order preliminarily enjoining Cross-Defendants andtheir employees, agents, servants, representatives, and all personsacting under, in concert with, or for them, from continuing to:ostensibly conduct the business of CSN INTERNATIONAL; divertingdonations, revenues, receivables and other sources of monetary incomerightfully due to CSN; and for possessing and exercising dominion andcontrol over, the real and personal property of CSN INTERNATIONAL;31. For damages in the amount of all monies found owing toCross-Complainant;32. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION--CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST, Count Four, UnjustEnrichment:33. For an order declaring that the Cross-Defendants hold 
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the revenues, donations, monies, income, equipment, broadcast,satellite and otherwise, licenses, permits, network stations, andother tangible items and/or real property held by Cross-Defendants,in a trust for Cross-Complainants;34. For an order compelling Cross-Defendants to transfer, convey, and/or pay to Cross-Complainants the monetary sums and/ortangible and real property, in the amount proven at trial;// 35. For an order preliminarily enjoining Defendants and their employees, agents, servants, representatives, and all personsacting under, in concert with, or for them, from continuing to:ostensibly conduct the business of CSN INTERNATIONAL; divertingdonations, revenues, receivables and other sources of monetary incomerightfully due to CSN; and for possessing and exercising dominion andcontrol over, the real and personal property of CSN INTERNATIONAL;36. For damages in the amount of all monies found owing toCross-Complainant;37. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION–-BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY:38. For damages in a sum to be proven at trial;39. For interest on that sum at the legal rate;40. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;41. For costs of suit herein incurred; and
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42. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION–- SELF DEALING TRANSACTION BY DIRECTOR OF NONPROFIT:43. For damages in a sum to be proven at trial;44. For interest on that sum at the legal rate;// 45. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;46. For costs of suit herein incurred; and47. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION–- INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH ECONOMICRELATIONS:48. For damages in a sum to be proven at trial;49. For interest on that sum at the legal rate;50. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct;51. For an order requiring Cross-Defendants and each of them, to show cause, if they have any, why they should not beenjoined as set forth below, during the pendency of this action;52. For a temporary restraining order, a preliminaryinjunction and a permanent injunction, enjoining all Cross-Defendantsfrom any and all interference with the contractual, business andmonetary interests of CSN INTERNATIONAL, as specified in paragraphs
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91(A-I) and 92 (A-O) as alleged herein; 53. For costs of suit herein incurred; and54. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;//////EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION–- APPOINTMENT OF PROVISIONAL DIRECTOR(S),Counts One and Two:55. Wherefore, Cross-Complainants pray for a provisionaldirector to be appointed, or that other appropriate relief begranted, pursuant to Corporations Code Section 308 to break thedeadlock between Directors of this Non-Profit corporation;NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION– REMOVAL OF DIRECTOR, Counts One and Two:56. For removal of Cross-Defendant KESTLER from both theCSN INTERNATIONAL and TWIN FALLS Boards of Directors;57. Cross-Complainants pray for said removal to be ordered in compliance with FCC regulations, in order to avoid placing anyadditional risk of loss to CSN INTERNATIONAL;58. That Cross-Defendants KESTLER, N. KESTLER be barred from reelection to the office of Director for CSN INTERNATIONAL orTWIN FALLS; and59. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION– PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION:60. For an order declaring that the Cross-Defendants hold the revenues, donations, monies, income, equipment, broadcast,
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satellite and otherwise, licenses, permits, network stations, andother tangible items and/or real property held by Cross-Defendants,in a trust for Cross-Complainants;61. For an order compelling Cross-Defendants to transfer, convey, and/or pay to Cross-Complainants the monetary sums and/orreturn the tangible and real property, in the inventory and/or amountproven at trial;62. For an order preliminarily enjoining Defendants and their employees, agents, servants, representatives, and all personsacting under, in concert with, or for them, from continuing to:ostensibly conduct the business of CSN INTERNATIONAL; divertingdonations, revenues, receivables and other sources of monetary incomerightfully due to CSN; and for possessing and exercising dominion andcontrol over, the real and personal property of CSN INTERNATIONAL,and all wrongful acts as alleged herein paragraphs 27 (A-Z), 41-49,88 (A-R), 101(A-I) and 102(A-O), inclusive, as if set forth in fullherein;63. For damages in the amount of all monies found owing toCross-Complainant;64. For Punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punishCross-Defendants and deter others from engaging in similarmisconduct.ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION– LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Negligent Advice toClient(Counts One and Two):65. For damages in a sum to be proven at trial;66. For interest on that sum at the legal rate;67. For costs of suit herein incurred; and
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68. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper;TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION– LEGAL MALPRACTICE-Representation of AdverseInterests (Counts One and Two):69. For damages in a sum to be proven at trial;70. For interest on that sum at the legal rate;71. For costs of suit herein incurred; and72. For such other and further relief as the court may deemproper.
THE ADVOCATE’S LEGAL CENTER, INC.

Dated: May ____, 2006 ________________________________Janet Carter, Esq., Attorney forCross-Complainants, CSNINTERNATIONAL, THE WORD FOR TODAY andJEFF SMITH


